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ABSTRACT
An optimal powder metallurgy (P/M) approach to produce a nickel base

Superalloy similar in composition to INCONELtM 600 was carried out utilising a simple

uniaxial pressing process. The efficiencies of a lubricant addition, binder, sintering times

and temperatures were measured in terms of green and sintered densities as well as

microstructural changes that occurred during processing. It was observed that with

increasing % polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), an overall decrease in density of compact was

obtained and that using 0.75wt %o of lubricant (microwax) green densities in excess of

70Yo canbe obtained.

The samples were subsequently sintered in air at 12700C for times ranging from

0.5h to 5h and also in vacuum (6 milliton) with temperatures ranging from 1260 through

to 14000C. The air sintering was carried out to optimize sintering time, whereas the

vacuum sintering was employed to optimize sintering temperature. On sintering for 5h in

air, chromium enrichment occurred at the grain boundaries with subsequent depletion of

nickel and iron; this was not noted for 2hsintering or for sintering under vacuum. The

optimum sintering conditions were determined to be at l300oC sintering for 2h in

vacuum. The samples processed under the optimum conditions were successfully cold

rolled to 40o/o of the original thickness without cracking'

An investigation was also undertaken to determine the effect of Al concentration

(I-l2wlo) on the microstructure of the powder metallurgically (P/I{) processed Ni-Cr-Fe

ternary alloy, with a view to determine the concentration of aluminium that would yield a

homogenously distributed and optimum volume fraction of the intermetallic-y'Q'tri3Al)

phase without the formation of topologically closed packed phases in the temary alloy.



The phases that were likely to form with the variation in concentration of Al were

first simulated by JMatProrM thermodynamic software package, and then Ni-Cr-Fe alloys

with varying concentration of aluminum were produced by P/\4 processing. The

microstructure of the alloys was characterized by X-ray diffractometer (XRD), optical

microscope (OM) and scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with energy

dispersive spectrometer (EDS) and then compared with the thermodynamic predictions. It

was observed that the experimental results matched reasonably closely with the

thermodynamic predictions in terms of the phases present when Al was added to the

temary alloy, but not the volume fraction of the phases present in the microstructure. It

was also observed by SEM image and quantitative EDS analysis that the optimum

amount of well distributed Ni3Al phase formed when the concentration of aluminium was

6wlo. These results suggest that despite potential problems encountered in high

temperature powder processing of Superalloys that often tend to influence the feasibility

of using thermodynamic predictions to model such alloy systems, the software and

predictions used in this study offer a way to simulate both design and characterisation of

the experimental alloy.

To characterize the phases that formed in the 6w/o Al modified ternary Ni-Cr-Fe

alloy during heating to the sintering temperature, a differential scanning calorimetric

study was carried out to study sequence of phase transformations, their reaction modes

and products on heating a green compact from room temperature to the sintering

temperature of 1300oC. Two different heating rates were employed for the DSC study,

z.soclffin and lQoC/min. Transformation reactions were also studied by heating the

samples in a DSC to the points of exo/endothermicity and quenching in argon followed

111



by phase identification by X-ray diffraction, ffid microstructural analysis by SEM

equipped with EDS capability. A series of All.{i, and Al*Fe, type intermetallics were

observed to form by phase transformation at temperatures from 540oC to l120oC.

The sequence of the formation of intermetallics by these phase transformations

closely replicated the intermetallics that were predicted by the binary Ni-Al and the Fe-Al

equilibrium phase diagrams, with the final microstructure being NigAl (y'), AlNi, AlFe in

a Ni-Cr-Fe (y) matrix. Most of these phase transformations were diffi.lsion controlled, but

at 640oC AlNi formed by combustion synthesis. Selected mechanical property of the

alloy at lI2}oC which corresponds to the completion of transformations was estimated in

terms of micro-hardness and compared to the as-sintered NiCr-Fe temary.
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CHAPTER ONE

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Powder metallurgY

Powder metallurgy (P/M) is a process in which powders are processed into

compacts and sintered into useable components for various applications' This process

(PlM) has evolved to be of prime importance in the manufacturing of alatge number of

engineering components [1, 2]. In addition, P/\{ products can exhibit a relatively longer

component life expectancy when compared to some cast materials' It has even been

suggested that P/lvI processing of some alloys (e.g., a superalloy) in the 100% dense

condition may improve corrosion resistance of the materials in selected applications [3]'

Of all its advantages, improved toughness, machineability, controlled grain size and more

uniform heat treatment response afe most significant, along with freedom from

cast/wrought defects [4]. Additionally, the use of P/lvI processing can also help to control

the amount of alloying elements required or intermetallic phases that form which could

be difficult to achieve through traditional casting routes [5]'

1.2 Powder metallurgy of Superalloys

superalloys are high temperature, high strength materials having found

applications in high temperature industries such as aerospace and power generation' The

majority of Superalloys are based on nickel due to its excellent high temperature

properties while others are based on cobalt'



Materials used in various applications are fabricated by different techniques.

Examples of fabricating techniques used include casting and powder metallurgy- Of these

fabricating processes, this thesis focuses on powder metallurgy processing of

superalloys. The raw materials for PÀ4 processing may be in various forms such as

elemental, pre-alloyed or master alloy [6], majority of which are found in the aluminum'

steel and ceramics industries. In addition, powders are available in elemental, prealloyed

or master alloyed form for various families of Superalloys.

Although elemental, pre-alloyed and master alloy powders are available for

Superalloys, most Superalloys are fabricated via casting processes such as vacuum

induction melting, electron beam melting, plasma melting and vacuum arc melting' These

processes are used to tailor Superalloys properties for various applications either by

producing equi-axed grains, directionally solidified or single crystal Superalloy products

[7]. The reasons for not using P/M for Superalloy may be related to history/experience of

using wrought materials, complexity of P/M processing and large formability problems of

which compressibility and prior particle boundaries of the Superalloy powders are quite

significant [8]. These problems may restrict processing due to inability to achieve a full

theoretical density. For example, the compressibility is usually estimated by deformation

pressure, density and porosity in the sintered product, while the presence of prior particle

boundaries results in poor sintering that leads to the presence of closed porosity in the

final sample. This may also lead to segregation in the grains or at the grain boundaries'

Although these problems seem significant, it should be noted that except for

special casting pÍocesses that may involve directional solidification and single crystal

growth, powder metallurgy is still a relatively flexible process and also commercially



attractive. Thus, it will be of interest to produce a Superalloy through P/IvI processing and

at the same time develop a process that reduces the problems associated with PAvl for the

selected alloy.

Hence, one of the goals of this research involved the P/M processing of a simple

nickel-chromium-iron Superalloy with particular emphasis on optimizing parameters

such as compacting pressure, lubricant weight, binder types and composition, sintering

temperature and time; and by adding elemental Al in order to encourage precipitation

hardening.

L.3 Thermodynamics, compact modeling and compact fabrication

In processing Superalloys for various applications, different compositions are

employed. The selection of a desired composition for a particular application is

expensive, time consuming and usually empirical, especially in the case of Superalloys

that typically contain about 10-15 main elements and other trace elements such as boron

because engineering materials play acrucial role in any new technological advancement,

rapid methods of alloy development are necessary. In many applications, the use of

thermodynamic-based modeling tools to explore equilibrium and complex relationships

between phases is common lg-12]. These tools provide various benefits which include

information about the types of reactions that occur, the types of phases that form, their

properties, the materials developed, as well as information about problems that may be

encountered in materials at equilibrium ffid, at times, under non-equilibrium

conditions[1g, 11]. Furthermore, information can also be obtained such as phase(s)

changes in relation to a material's composition, temperature, pressure or time [10]'



several of these thermodynamic-based tools have been studied' For example

chen et at ll0l listed breakthroughs in thermodynamic calculations using PANDAT

software and related the success of the tool (PANDAT software) to its abitity to predict

some material properties and subsequently verify the predictions experimentally'

Unfortunately, some of these thermodynamic predictions still lack the ability to be

directly applied to some real situations and processes l1l,lzf' These include the inability

to predict the effect of parameters that are easily varied experimentally including the

time-temperature-transformations (TTT), continuous-cooling-transformations (CCT) and

thermophysical ProPerties [1 1]'

The shortcomings in some of the thermodynamic-based tools result in variance

between predictions and experiments, which tend to negate the usefulness of such tools'

However, if such short comings can be eliminated, not only would it give a better

'nderstanding 
of the real situations by simulation, it would also be helpful in predicting

the feasiblity of some processes such as singre crystal growth, directional solidification

and powder metallurgical processing. A number of thermodynamic-based tools have

focused mainly on commonly-used fabricating processes such as single crystal growth

and casting [12]. However, the successful use of such tools in other fabricating processes

such as powder metallurgical (P/M) processing, and reliability of prediction has not been

fully established and tested.

Therefore, to address this issue, another goal of the research was on using a

thermodynamic software package to predict various phases that can form during heating

and after cooling the optimized P/I/I processed material. Specifically, the types and nature

of products þhases) were investigated after modification by a suitable element (41)

4



addition while optimizing the amount and composition of these phases' Al was chosen for

this study because of its beneficial effects on the alloy'

t.4Quantitativeanalysisofphasesformedonsintering

After modeling the ternary alloy, there may be a need to add elements in order to

improve properties. 
'When elements are added, the actual mixing of desired powders to

provide a composition for a specific requirement may or may not lead to the occurrence

of a chemical reaction. In some cases the reaction is a spontaneous process giving

significant heat, while in others, reactions need to be thermally activated before they

occur, and in Some cases they may not even occllf at all' A differential scanning

calorimeter (DSC)/differential thermal analyzet (DTA) can be used for measuring heat

flow and other thermo-physical properties of such reactions' Some examples of systems

where DSCiDTA has been used to study sintering reaction include Ni-Al [13], Ti-C [14]

and alloy systems and those related to the use of pre-alloyed metal powders such as Ni-

Cr-Fe.

In this research project, the effect of Al on the P/lvI processed ternary was studied

during heating of a Ni-Cr-Fe and Al compact to the sintering temperature' When heated'

Al and the ternary powders wourd interact with each other forming different types of

intermetallics which could be based on the binary systems Ni-Al, Fe-Cr, Al-Fe' Al-Cr'

Ni-Cr, Fe-Ni, or ternary and quaternary systems based on Ni, Cr, Fe and Al depending on

the thermodynamic and kinetic conditions for their formation being favorable'

In order to understand the sintering mechanism when Ni-Cr-Fe and Al powders

are reacted, it is essential to understand the types and sequence of reactions that take



place, especially as Al melts at 660oC, well before the sintering temperature (13000C) is

reached. Hence, another focus of this research was to investigate the type/nature of

reactions that occur as well as the phases that form at various temperatures during

sintering.

1.5 Research objectives

In summary, the goals and objectives of this research can be simplified and stated as

follows.

+ Develop a nickel base Superalloy using powder metallurgy

= Investigate the effects of thermal processing on the microstructural response of Al

modified ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy and subsequent verification of the

thermodynamically modeled properties using JMatPro package.

> Investigate the microstructural properties (i.e., phases formed), the types, nature,

and temperatures of phases formed during heating to, and cooling from the

sintering temPerature-



CHAPTER TWO

2.0 LITERÄTURE REVIEW

2.1 History of powder metallurgY

Powder metallurgy (P/M) processing stafis with the production of compacts using

powders. Powders are groups of particles larger than the particles present in smoke (0.01

to lpm) but smaller than sand particles (0.1 to 3mm) [2]. The use of powders can be

traced back to the ancient Egyptian times when Egyptians used sponge iron to make tools

by heating iron oxide in charcoal and crushing the shell followed by hammering the

resultant sponge into final shapes. A similar process was seemed to have been used in

India in the fabrication of the Delhi Pillar weighing approximately 6.5 tons [15] made

through ancient method of iron-oxide reduction. In addition, there were evidences that

P/M practices were used for artefacts fabrication by the Incas before the onset of

Christopher Columbus' journey in 1492. However "this art" as it was so called then, was

reduced in usage and discontinued, only to be revived in the 18th century in Europe with

various production methods associated with platinum [15].

2.1.1 Historical development of nickel

Before discussing the use of nickel base alloys and its subsequent powder

metallurgy productions and applications, a brief history and analysis of the element

nickel would be necessary. The use of nickel has made a significant contribution to the

development of present day societies. Evidences exist that nickel metal is contained in

various artefacts such as tools, coins, weapons and other materials [7]. The earliest nickel

metal was referred to as white copper or Pai-Thong by Chinese. They used Pai-Thong for



manufacturing candlesticks. These metals were brought by the East India Company into

Europe [16].

In the early part of the eighteenth century, miners in Germany while smelting

copper ores discovered that the white metal produced in the process was too hard to be

forged causing the miners to assume that the white metal was cursed. In fact, they

referred to the metal as 'Old Nick's Copper or Kupfer-Nickel" [7]. It was not until A.F

Cronstedt separated the metal and identified it as nickel that the white metal was

recognized as not being a cursed metal, but a different type of metal.

2.1.2 Nickel production

The Norwegian mines began nickel mining in the mid-l800s with significant ore

discoveries in the south pacific island of New Caledonia. Also, large findings of nickel

ore deposits were discovered in Sudbury, Ontario Canada.

To produce nickel from the ore, various methods are used. Examples of techniques

used in producing Nickel are:

a) Pyrometallurgical process. This is a process in which ore concentrates are

calcined in a roasting furnace, smelted in a reverberatory furnace and blown

with air in a converter [7]. The nickel and copper (because copper is usually

found in nickel ores) are ref,rned by removing the remaining unwanted

elements such as antimony, arsenic, bismuth, lead, phosphorous, sulfir, tin

and zinc, so as to improve the nickel concentration.

b) Another method of nickel production is through hydrometallurgy.

Hydrometallurgical process for producing nickel includes electro-refining and



c)

electro-winning. These are electrolytic methods of nickel production. This

process usually involve making the crude nickel the anode and a pure thin

nickel the cathode. These electrodes are immersed in suitable electrolyte and

direct current is passed through the electrodes. Pure nickel is then deposited

on the cathode while impurities go into the solution.

The third method of nickel production is vapometallurgy, this process was

discovered by Lord Mond in the late 18th century. This is a carbonyl process

which uses gas-to-metal transformation to extract nickel from impure nickel

oxide IlTl.The nickel oxide is reduced by hydrogen and nickel is

subsequently made to selectively react with carbon monoxide forming

gaseous nickel carbonyl. Following this, the carbonyl gas is then decomposed

by heat to yield pure nickel [17].



2.1.3 Nickel altoy applications: Superalloys

Most of the commonly used nickel alloys are grouped under a class of materials

known as Superalloys, being materials used at high temperature and high strength

applications. Today, Superalloys are classif,red based on the elements in the group VIIIA

and are generally grouped according to their matrix forming elements as:

o Nickel-base Superalloys

o Nickel-iron base SuPeralloYs

o Cobalt base SuperalloYs.

A Superalloy matrix is usually soluble to a numbers of elements which when

added may improve the overall particles of the alloy. When elements are added,

strengthening in Superalloys results either by solid solution hardening, precipitation

hardening. The strength of Superalloys is expressed in terms of tensile strength, stress

rupture and creep properties. Other inherent properties of Superalloys include good

ductility and impact resistance, good resistance to high and low cycle mechanical fatigue,

and an attractive thermal fatigue resistance.

In this research, nickel and nickel-iron base alloys were used as reference for

comparison. This is because of all the Superalloys, nickel and nickel-iron base

Superalloys are the most widely used Superalloys. Also, significant properties of the

nickel and nickel-iron base Superalloys apply to other type of Superalloys'

2.1.4 Nickel alloy (Superalloys) developments

Since nickel separation/discovery as a metal, there have been various

improvements in the design and development of nickel alloys. For example, monel (a

l0



nickel copper base alloy) developed in 1905 was resistant to various environments,

Marsh [18] pioneered the discovery of the Nimonic alloys, Elmwood Haynes [19]

working on nickel-chromium binary alloys developed more wear-resisting alloys- In

addition, Paul D. Merica worked on the use of nickel in cast irons, bronzes and steel and

his unique discovery of precipitation strengthening abilities of Al and Ti are the basis for

strength in superalloys that are used in present day applications [7].

Other developments in nickel and its alloys include development by William A.

Mudge; the Hastelloy series development during the 1920s, and development of the

ferrochrome alloy form the basis of Inconel series of alloys.

Notwithstanding these achievements, serious Superalloy development began in

the 1930s which led to the development of the first useful heat resisting alloy around

1940. The main drive for Superalloys was the requirement to have materials that could

withstand heat and still maintain strength at high temperatures, necessitated by the

development of the gas turbine by Sir Frank Whittle. This research was mostly done in

Great Britain and United States before the Second World'War. Since then, the demand

for Superalloys has been on the increase due to increasing temperature requirement in

engineering applications.

Work continued during the Second World War in Great Britain and U.S with

improvements in Nimonic, Hastelloy and ferrochrome alloys. Figure 2.1 summarizes the

superalloy development over the years from 1940 to 197011,201.
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2.l.4.lPhysical properties of Superalloys

Superalloy densities vary with the iron base Superalloys having slightly higher

densities than those that are not iron based' The range of densities for the nickel base

alloys is wider than that of any other in the Superalloy group. Furthermore' another

properry of superalloys is their coeffrcient of thermai expansion' The thermal expansion

coefficient of cobalt and nickel base superalloys is approximately equal which is lower

than that of the iron base Superalloys. Because Superalloys are used where close

tolerance is required, it is often important that Superalloys' thermal coefficients be

monitored to suit the specific application for which they are being used' Iron base

Superalloysareusuallymorethermallyconductivethancobaltbasedalloys,whilenickel

basedalloyshavethermalconductivitiesbetweenthecobaltandironbasedsuperalloys.

AnotherimportantpropertyofSuperalloysisthetypeofphasespreserrtinthe

microstructure. The phase(s) present in superalloys afe usually not at equilibrium' which

results in instabilities occurring when exposed to high temperatures' Phase changes can

occurdependingonthetypeofappiication,temperatureandtimeforwhichthe

superalloy is being used. while phase instability can be desired because heat treatment

can be carried out to form desired phases, other deleterious phases such as sigma' mu and

laves phases can also form during heat treatment or in service' Such deleterious phases

reduce the high temperature properties of the alloys by reducing ductility values'

Superalloysarealsoknownfortheirexcellentoxidationresistanceespeciallyin

the presence of combustion products of clean fuel usually free of contaminants such as

sodium, sulfur and vanadium [20]. Irr fact, Ni or Ni-Fe base Superalloys with high Cr

(>12do)arrdAl(>6w/o)contentshavethebestoxidationresistance.Thissubgroupof

13



nickel base Superalloys resists oxidation by forming a tight continuous surface oxide

scale. This scale acts as a diffi.rsion barrier that reduces further oxidation. Also,

Superalloys when coated exhibit a fair resistance to hot corrosion. Hot corrosion occurs

as a result of combined oxidation and reactions with sulfur and other contaminants

ingested from air and contained in the fuel. Generally, Superalloys with high Cr content

exhibit good resistance to hot corrosion-

2.1.4.2 Stren gthening in Superalloys

As mentioned earlier, Superalloys are strengthened by solid-solution strengthening and

precipitation hardening.

2.1.4.2.1 Solid solution hardening

When elements that have similar crystal structure and similar sizes (atomic

diameter less than I5%o ditrerence) are added to nickel and its alloys, solid solution

strenglhening of the alloy can occur following Hume Rothery conditions for alloying.

Examples of solid solution strengthening elements include cobalt, iron, and aluminum.

However, at higher temperatures in excess of 0.6T. (where T. is the melting point of

nickel or its alloys in Kelvin), the strenglh in nickel is diffusion dependent. Therefore, for

nickel and its alloys to be solid solution strengthened, slow diffusing elements such as

molybdenum, tantalum and tungsten are used [21]. These are effective solid solution

strengtheners for nickel alloys at higher temperatures [7]'

t4



2.L.4.2.2 Carbide strengthening

Another mode of strengthening Superalloys is through carbide precipitation.

When carbides are precipitated, especially at the grain boundaries, they pin the grain

boundaries preventing grains from sliding. The mechanism of carbide strengthening is

applicable to almost all Superalloy types. Also, there are different types of carbides that

form in nickeVnickel-iron base Superalloys. These carbides can be divided into two main

groups which are those that add positively to the overall properties of the alloy and those

that affect the alloy negatively. In its free form, nickel does not readily form carbides,

however various alloying elements when added to nickel can readily form carbides in the

Superalloys compositions. The types of carbides formed are MC, MoC, MzgCo, and MzC

(where M is the carbide forming element listed in Table 2.1).

MC carbide is a large, blocky and randomly distributed precipitate. This type of

carbide is usually not desired (except when probably formed at the grain boundaries)'

Another type of carbide that is blocky-shaped is Mec. Møc precipitates at grain

boundaries and can be used to control grain size. It can also precipitate as Widmanstatten

pattem throughout the alloy. This carbide can impair ductility and rupture life. Another

type of carbide common to nickel and nickel-iron base alloys is the MzC¡. MzC¡ can

precipitate in discrete particles or can also agglomerate after long time in service' In

discrete particle form, it is beneficial. However, when agglomerated, it causes

embrittlement of the alloy. Furthermore, Mz¡Ce has higher tendency to precipitate at the

grain boundaries. When M23C6precipitates at the grain boundaries, it enhances the alloy's

creep rupture ProPerties.
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All nickel base alloy carbides can be formed by appropriate heat treatment

procedure that is based on the alloy's chemistry. However, there is need to carefully

examine an alloy in order to determine the actual heat treatment needed to form the

specific carbide desired.

2.1.4.2.3 Precipitation hardening

Nickel base alloys can also be strengthened by precipitation hardening non-

carbide precipitates. An example of this is the gamma prime (y') precipitate' The

precipitation of y" Ni3(Al,Ti) provides significant strength to nickel base alloys- y' has

ordered FCC crystal structure with lauice parameter very similar to that of the nickel

matrix. When present, y' introduces lattice distortion which is about 1o/o or less [2l]with

the y matrix allowing low surface energy and long time stability of the y'phase [7]'

The y'precipitates are formed from oversaturation of y' forming elements which

are Al and Ti in the y matrix, while the overall alloy's strength increases with ageing

time. y, strengthening is also a function of y' particle size, because increasing particle size

of y, increases hardness until a peak hardness is reached at which further increase in y'

precipitates size will lead to decrease in hardness. Furthermore, the y' particle size is

diffusion-controlled; hence it is also dependent on temperature and time' Additionally,

the volume fraction of y' in nickel alloys is a key factor in precipitation hardening of

Superalloys. This is because the high temperature strength of nickel base alloys increase

with increase in the volume fraction of y''

y, can also transform to (Ì.{i¡X) if the alloy is supersaturated in Ti, Ta, or Nb. For

example, Ti-rich metastable y' cantransform to Qtli3Ti) or eta phase which is a hexagonal
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close-packed phase. The presence of eta

addition, elements such as Nb and Fe can

phase can alter mechanical properties' In

induce the precipitation of y"' Excess Nb

resuits in metastable transformation of y" which is a body centered-tetragonal phase and

subsequent formation of Ni¡Nb (orthorhombic) equilibrium phase' Table 2'1 summarizes

the effect of various alloying elements on the properties of nickel base superalloys' while

Figure 2.2a shows the trend of carbide formation in Superalloys from 1940 to 1970120'

22]. Also,Figure 2.2b shows the trend of unwanted elements in Superalloys from 1940 to

1970120,221.
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Table 2.I A Summary of the role of elements in nickel and nickel-iron base Superalloys

adaptedfrom [23]

Effects on nickel base alloy Elements

Solid-solution strengtheners Co, Cr, Fe, Mo, W, Ta, Al

Carbide Formers

MC type W, Ta, Ti, Mo, Nb

M7C3 type Cr

M¡C6 type Mo, W, Cr

M6C type Mo, W

Carbonitrides C,N

Forms y'Ni3(Al, Ti) Al, Ti

Raises solvus temperature of Y' Co

Hardening precipitates and/or

Intermetallics

AI, Ti, Nb

Forms y" (Ni3Nb) Nb

Oxidation resistance AI, Cr

Improves hot corrosion

resistance

La, Th

Sulf,rdation re sistance Cr

Increases rupture ductility B(a),Zr

Cause grain boundarY

segregation

B, C, Zr
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2.1.5 Historical development P/NI processing of Superalloys

Powder metallurgy of Superalloys originated from ferrous powder metallwgy.

Ferrous powder metallurgy basically involves cold compaction and sintering of iron

compacts to a density of more than 90%o in a suitable atmosphere. Initially, the drive for

P/Ivf processed Superalloys arose from the drive to produce newer ways of cooling

turbine blades. Earlier work by General Electric Company laboratories, in Wembley UK

lZ4,25l revealed that vacuum melted and ball milled Co-Cr-W alloy could be obtained,

although the alloy was plagued with inferior creep properties due to residual porosity and

the alloy chemistry. Cooling passages were subsequently introduced by compacting Co-

Cr-W powders with cadmium, and evaporating the cadmium during sintering. Through

this process, an increment in the inlet gas temperature of the turbine engine was increased

to about 270oC as compared to those blades that were not cooled. However, this process

was very expensive and complex.

Further attempts to produce sintered materials continued in Great Britain in the

mid-1950s with no parallel programme in the USA [1]. There was reluctance by the

British aero-engine designers to accept a cast alloy in comparison to the high-strength

wrought alloys, while the Americans were ready to accept cast alloys in preference to the

wrought alloys for elevated temperature use. Then, with the introduction of P/M

processing, a possible bridge between cast and wrought alloys properties was envisaged

because Pllt4 process can produce uniform grain structure while avoiding brittle eutectic

and variable grain size.

The successful development of water atomization at BSA (BSA Metal Powders)

Group research centre in Great Britain, led to the production for the first time of sintered
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high-temperature alloys 126, 271. Specifically, alloys with composition of Nimonic-90

and Nimonic-lQ0 were produced by cold pressing and vacuum sintering. The resultant

compacts were charactenzedwith improved creep strength due to the alloy chemistry but

were plagued with inferior fatigue properties. Vacuum melting for production of the

powder alloys was suggested as a way to improve the fatigue properties of these alloys

because the powders produced by water atomization were highly oxidized. This led to the

development of newer and improved techniques of powder production in the USA-

With the development of purer powders, the drive for PilvI Superalloy production

changed with more focus on improving the consolidation process. At the same time,

research atPruttand Whitney revealed that cast and wrought Rene 41 and Waspaloy did

not have the high-strength requirements for disc production, while newer alloys such as

Astroloy exhibited large scatter in mechanical properties. This scattering in mechanical

properties of Astroloy was athibuted to segregation and lack of homogeneity in the

compact leading to the launch of an "all-inert" powder programme by the Pratt and

Whitney Company in mid-1960s. Since the 1960s, developments in P/M processing of

Superalloys have progressed rapidly. In recent times, P/lvf processing has led to the

formation of mechanically alloyed dispersion-strengthened Superalloys, which are

common to nickel base alloys (although this is still not commonly used) [7], and

nanotechnology.

Nickel base alloys are usually produced via different methods of which significant

amognts are either casting based or castings are used as the starting material during the

fabrication process before being processed into wrought form. However, it should be

noted that Superalloys (especially nickel and nickel-iron base alloys) are constitutionally
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complex alloys and can undergo dendritic segregation during solidification. Segregation

in Superalloys usually leads to toughness problems and secondary material loss that is

often associated with heterogeneous multiphase alloys [1]. The segregation problem in

Superalloys has, however, been reduced with the introduction of powder metallurgy as a

fabrication alternative in 19 62 1201.

2.1.6 Advantages of powder metallurgically processed superalloys

powder metallurgically formed Superalloys have fine grains and can potentially

provide a more ur-riform microstructure and properties in a range of applications at both

low and elevated temperatures especially in low cycle thermal fatigue applications, which

could be difficult to achieve by conventional melting and casting process. Another

advantage of powder metallurgical processed Superalloys is that a complex composition

can be readily fabricated. Specifically, prealloyed/master alloyed Superalloy powders

were developed essentially for the manufacture of turbine disks whose compositions can

be very complex and for which it is not possible to attain the required strength and

integrity levels with the relatively coarse structures generally present in castings [28].

Furthermore, Superalloy powders carr also be consolidated into large sizes without the

formation of high residual stresses intrinsic in large castings. Also, powder metallurgy is

quite economical when considering its little or minimal post processing cost common to

casting, such as machining. This makes P/M process competitive with respect to the cast

and wrought alloy products, while some intricate shaping of non-forgeable alloys can

also be produced by powder metallurgy'
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2.1.7 Uses of Superalloys

Before describing further details of powder metallurgy, a brief discussion of the

appiication of Superalloys is necessary. In general, Superalloys are specially used in

various applications. These applications are grouped into the following categories.

manufacture of disc, combustion chamber, bolts casings, shafts, exhaust

systems, cases, blades, vanes and burner cans [23, 29,301.

reheaters.

and valve seat insert.

Other applications of Superalloys include: medical applications, space vehicles,

heat treating equipment, nuclear power systems, chemical and petrochemical industries.

Superalloys can also be used in specialized applications such as in shape memory alloys

and as soft magnetic alloys [7]. Of all these Superalloys applications, the focus of this

study is on applications where P/lvl processing is applied in making Superalloys.
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2.2 Powder production, charac terlz;ation and processing

2.2.1 Powder production

Some of the methods used for powder production include: mechanical

communition, chemical precipitation, thermal decomposition, rapid spinning disc,

rotating electrode, soluble gas atomization and two-fluid atomization. [31]. Basically,

these methods can be classified into two main categories i.e., mechanical and chemical

methods, a suÍìmary of which is shown in Figures 2.3a, &.b.

From the powder production techniques shown in Figure 2.3,the commonly-used

methods in industry include atomization, mechanical alloying, electrolysis and chemical

reduction of oxides. Among these methods, atomization is usually the preferred method

especiaily for aluminum, brass, iron, steels and Superalloys production [32]. Atomization

is used for Superalloy powder production because not only is the process economical and

efficient, it can also be used to produce relatively pure powders.

The types of atomization used are classified as follows [33]:

o Centrifugal atomization

o Vacuum or soluble gas atomization,

Ultrasonic atomizahon

Two-fluid atomization.
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Mechanical methods

Dispersion of solids

Atomisation

Milling

Machining, pin mill,
jaw crusher (ramming)

Ball mill,
vibration mill,
gravity mill,
attritor,
Hametag (eddy
mill, stream
mill

Granulation with or
in water, mixing
melts during
solidification

Atomization
with pressure

ar, gas or

Centrifugal
force,
ultrasound,
rotating rolls

Fe, Cu, Ni, Al,
Ag, Mg, bronzes,
alloy steels, Ti
alloys,
Superalloys

Fe, Al
brass,

bronze

Fe and non
ferrous
metals,
alloys, high-
speed steel,

Tumings, particles, powder, plates

Figure 2.3a:Mechanical methods of powder production l3l'341
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Chemical and electrochemical methods

Chemical

in solutions
ofgaseous

phase
Precipitation
from aqueous

solutions

Molten/
gaseous metal

salts with
reduction

metal

Direct reduction
of ore, mill scale

and other oxides

Zn, Ni
Carbides,
oxides in
oxidizing

atmosphere
Metal and

oxide
powders,

mixed
powders.
precious

Be, Ta,
Nb, Ti,
Zr,Th,
V,Ue, Ni, Co

Cu, W,
Mo, Re

Ta, Nb, Ti, Th,
Zt,Y, U, hard

materials

Ni, Co, Cu,

echanical comminution of reduction product

Figure 2.3b Chemical methods of powder production [31, 34]
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2.2.L.1 Centrifu gal atomization

This is a situation in which a liquid is broken by centrifugal force of a rotating

disk, rotating electrode or rotating cup of desired composition. The sizes of powders

produced are sensitive to the rate of rotation and angular velocity. The powder particles

produced are usually spherical and hollow with satellite particles attached. The main

advantage of this process is the low oxygen content of the powders produced' A

schematic illustration of the rotating electrode method is shown in Figure 2'4aandZ'4b'

In Figure 2.4a, the plasma arc rotating electrode is shown where the rotating

electrode is the actual material that is broken down into particles by stationary helium

plasma arc. The other type of rotating electrode is shown in Figure 2.4b. Hete, the arc

producing electrode is rotated instead of the materials being broken into particles' In both

processes, the rotation causes the molten metal droplets to be flung radially outward from

where they are subsequently cooled by the inert gas atmosphere and the particles fall

down into the bottom of the container'

The main disadvantage of the rotating electrode method is that the cost of the

equipment can be quite enormous due to the types of equipment involved. In addition,

obtaining a good structural electrode can be difficult. [35].
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2.2.1.2 Vacuum or soluble-gas atomization

The principle used in this method is based on rapid expansion of dissolved gas

into a low pressured chamber. The molten metal of desired composition is saturated with

aL atomization causing gas in vacuum. This forces the metal droplets outward through an

already existing ceramic tube. Shapes can also be re-modified by changing the rate of

expansion and rate of cooling. The shapes of the powders produced by this method are

usually oval, irregular, or flaky due to the effects of expanding gas and splat cooling of.

the droplets [35].

2.2.1.3 Ultrasonic atomization

This involves breaking a liquid metal film by application of an ultrasonic

vibrating gas. For example, in some P/lvI industries, a pulsating gas at 40}lz or higher is

fired into a molten metal system and the shear force generated causes the liquid break-up

1331.

2.2.1.4 Gas atomization

This is a method of powder production in which a vacuum induction melted metal

is passed into an atomizing chamber where the melt is atomized under a high pressure of

inert gas (argon). It is under the class of two-fluid, atomizati.on, a process in which liquid

metal of desired composition is broken up into droplets by high-pressure jets of gas,

water or oil.
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Figure 2.5 shows a schematic of the gas atomization chamber. In this figure, the

upper part of the diagram is the melt chamber where metals of desired compositions are

added through the melt addition chamber and the melting fumace is underneath. The

metal or alloy that is melted in the fumace is then poured into a tundish through the

nozzle and die. For gas atomized powders, an inert gas (usually argon) is passed at high

pressure through the nozzle into the die through which the molten metal flows which

breaks the molten metal into droplets. The molten metal flow rate is related to the

diameter of the teeming nozzle,metallostatic head and pressure variation of gas [33].
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There are two types of nozzle-die designs in gas atomization, namely, free fall

design and confined design. Their configurations are shown in Figure 2.6.

Free fall

Figure 2.6: Two-fluid atomization with a) free-fall design (gas or water) and (b) confined

lorzledesign (gas only). Design characteristics: cr angle formed by free-falling molten

metal and atõmiiing medium; A, distance between molten metal andnozzle; D, diameter

of confined molten metal nozzle;P, protrusion length of metal nozzle [33]

NtJ/N

Confined

JJ



The free-fall design is shown in Figure 2.6a133\. The main problem with the free-

fall nozzle design is that velocity decreases with increase in distance from the nozzle

head. This makes it difficult for some metal alloys, especially iron alloys, to have a mean

diameter below 50 to 60¡rm. Also high effrciency is diff,rcult to obtain in free-fall designs.

However, one of its advantages is that variation in the nozzle arrangements can produce

fine powder at some gas-to-metal ratios for high-velocity oxyfuel thermal spray, plasma

tungsten arc welding, and hot isostatic pressing applications.

The confined nozzle design (Figure 2.6b) produces powders with diameter of

approximately 10¡rm. This is achieved by maximizing gas velocity and contact with the

molten metal. The disadvantages of the confined nozzle design include its proneness to

freezing of molten metal at the end of the tundish nozzle which can block the nozzle. In

addition, interaction of the gas and molten metal at the tip of the die can generate a

suction which can increase metal flow rate back into the tundish.

From the tundish, the molten metal is forced through the tip of the pressure gas

jet and the droplets of molten metal are cooled by convection. Powder particles are

collected, and classified into sizes. The majorities of gas atomizers have free fall

configurations and give good recoveries for powder sizes above 25¡tm.
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2.2.1.4.1 Process variables in gas atomization

The pressures applied during gas atomization range from 0.5 to 4MPa and gas velocities

are in the range of Mach 1 to 3. The gas velocities for free-falI nozzle designs are in the

range of 50 to 150m/s [33]. For the free-fall noz:zle designs, the key variables are as

follows:

surface tension of metal, viscosity of metal, water/gas pressure/velocity' jet

geometry, diameter,length and apex angle (o)'

medium and flight Path.

For the confined nozzle design configuration, the parameters are tundish nozzle tip, gas

jet apex angle, gas jet diameter, number of jets, and horizontal spacing between the jets

and tundishnozzle centre line. The flow rate through the single orifice nozzle of the

conventional gas atomization is between I to 90kg/min, while typical gas flow rate

ranges from I to 50 *'/rrrin at gas pressures in the range of 350kPa to 4MPa' The

superheating temperature between the metal melting temperature and gas atomization

temperature is about 75 to 1500C.

For gas nozzle design and size, the average particle size is controlled by

atomizingat medium pressure and melt flow rate andnozzle diameter' The amount of gas

flow (A) depends on gas pressure, temperature, and nozzle area' In ideal situations the

gas flow rate (A) is given as:
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where a is the cross section of gas nozzle at exit, k equals Cplcu, i.e., the ratio of specific

heat at constant pressgre to the specific heat at constant volume, p is the gas pressure in

the gas reservoir, T is the temperature in the gas reservoir, R is the gas constant, g is the

acceleration due to gravity, and k is constant where k= 1.4 for nitrogen [33].

2.2.L.4.2 Gas atomization stages

According to Dombrowski [37] the gas atomization of powders is divided into

three stages (Figure 2.5 l33l [37]). The first stage is the initiation of sinuous waves or

other disturbances that increase the amplitude rapidly in stage one, while the second stage

is the stage associated with fragmentation in which ligaments are formed. Stage 3 is

typically the breakage of ligaments into droplets. These stages are shown schematically

inFigne2.7.
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Figure 2.7 Model for disintegration of a liquid sheet by a high-velocity gas jetl3Tl

2.2.1.4.3 Particle size from adjustable parameters

All atomized powders exhibit a log normal distribution before screening, and can

be absolutely defined by two main parameters which are the median mass diameter d*

and the geometric standard deviation. To produce powder sizes greater than 500 microns,

aII atomization techniques are suitable while, for powder sizes smaller than 500 microns,

all except the water atomization technique may be used for production.
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The size of a powder particle is an important parameter during powder

production. Therefore it is important to r¡nderstand how a particle size and size range are

derived. According to the literature [38], various methods are used to predict the particle

size of gas-atomized powder during the atomization process. In these methods, the

particle size diameter, d, [38] is given as:

where o is the surface tension, p. is the density of the metal and a is associated with the

particular gas/metal interaction. Equation 2.2 canbe expanded according to [33] to give:

Aod-

d
2.2

M
e- M:vs(r- 

BrtD)
2.3

where 4 is the dynamic viscosity of the metal (in N.s/m2), V, is the velocity of the gas

leaving the nozzle,D is the diameter of the metal Stfeam, and M* and M. are mass flow

rates of the gas and metal respectively. The constants A and B are needed to define the

atomization system in order to enable the use of the model'

Lubanska [39] also proposed the following empirical equation for the average

particle size diameter (d.) of gas-atomized powder:
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where W is the Weber number:

-õ
drr¡t * ^ ,r,Prl

þ, - pv'du"tst, t o) zs

d* is the mass median particle diameter, dv", st, is the diameter of metal stream, V is the

velocity of the atomizing medium, v* is the kinematic viscosity of the liquid metal, v* is

the kinematic variety of the atomizing medium, p is the density of the gas, o is the

surface tension of liquid metal, M is the mass flow rate of liquid metal, A is the mass

flow rate of atomizing medium, and K is a constant.

From the'Weber number estimate, it can be deduced that particle size decreases

with decrease in surface tension of the liquid metal and with increase in velocity of

atomizing medium. Other methods of estimation include computation fluid dynamics

(CFD) where some success has been reported [33]. Another method includes determining

the maximum stability criterion that gives the maximum drop size as a function of surface

tension of the liquid metal (o), gas density (pe) and velocity ff) of the atomizing medium

AS:

..2.6
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Equation 2.6 applies to the equation of the ligament break-up stage (stage 3) in Figure

2.7. Subsequent disintegration into particles smaller than d.,it will occur only if dynamic

pressure due to gas stream velocity is more than the resulting force of surface tension.

However, it has been very difficult to model gas interaction with metal flow,

effect of gas on metal flow involving both intensive momentum and heat transfer due to

the fact that atomization is not essentially a steady flow process [40].
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2.2.2.1Powder purity

The level of powder cleanliness i.e., the degree of absence of undesirable materials in the

powder is defined as the purity. Undesirable materials in atomized powders are classified

into three groups:

- Bulk di s s olv e d impur itie s

-Inclusions, artd

-Surfac e di s s olv e d impur itie s

In atomized powders the main types of impurities are bulk impurities with oxygen

as the primary contaminant, while other impurities are sulfur and carbon. Other forms of

defects (i.e., inclusions) which are inherent in powders referred to as "inherent

impurities" or "defects" are in the form of ceramic particles [41]. These particles are

difücult to remove as they are derived from crucibles, such as alumina used to melt the

alloy or from nozzles (zirconia) through which the molten metal flows during powder

fabrication. Such a process leads to small pieces of cerami c nozzle being worn or chipped

off; as a result, these ceramic particles are incorporated into the powdered alloy [41].

Another type of impurity (dissolved impurity) found in gas atomized powder is gas

porosity, usually in the form of dissolved hydrogen in the melt, although oxygen and

steam can also be present.

In recent years? the levels of impurities in powders fabricated by inert gas

atomization have been reduced to the level such that only a very low amount of oxygen,

the main impurity, remains. To reduce the level of turbulence during gas atomization, a

bottom pouring re-melting furnace that discharges through a high temperature ceramic

pouring nozzleis used. Inclusion pickup is minimized by reducing the level of turbulence
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during atomization. The oxygen content in a typical inert gas atomization is between 40

and 200 ppm [33]. Further ways to eliminate inherent particles such as ceramic particles

include sieving, since Superalloys are usually finer than the ceramic particles'

Altemative methods include physical separation and triboelectric separation (i.e., the use

of gas to transport particles and electric field to separate the powders physically after they

have been charged in a bipolar manner) [41]'

2.2.2.2 Particle shaPe

As stated earlier, powders are produced by different processes. However, it should

be noted that these different production processes did produce difflerent shapes of

powders 142]. Hence, the fabrication route is usually specific to various powder shapes'

Examples of typical powder shapes and their corresponding fabrication routes are shown

inTable2.2.

Table 2.2Yanous shapes of powder particles and their typical methods of fabrication

adapted from [43]

I rre g ulør r o d-like: Chemical

decomposition, mechanical communition
Àcic ular : Chemical decomPosition

Fløke : Mechanical communition
D e ndr itíc: electrolYtrc

Nodular; atomization, chemicalS p h e r ic al: atomization, carbonYl

precipitation from a gas

Porous: reduction of oxidesIrreg ular : atomization, chemical
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Ideally, inert gas fabricated powders are smooth and spherical, as shown in Figure

2.8a. In some situations, satellites can be seen (Figure 2.Sb). Satellites on powder

particles are caused by circulation of gas within the atomizing chamber that lifts finer

particles back into the spray plume. This causes the finer particles to collide with the

partially molten atomizedpowders coming from the nozzle. The presence of satellites can

be minimizedby increasing the cooling rate, increasing the cold air flow rate into the

cooling chamber or by using water quenching.

Figure 2.8 a) Spherical shaped powder particle typical of the prealloyed powder used in
this study [43]

sr-.Ì\,:t. I6fi: I
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Figure 2.8 b) Spherical powder particles with satellites [43]

2.2.2.3 Powder particle microstructure

The composition of atomized powders can be readily varied because the process

is very flexible. Atomization can be used for any composition as long as the material can

be liquefied. However, the limit of how many alloying elements that can be

accommodated is set by miscibility, cooling rates and volatility considerations [1, 2].

The microstructure of a powder particle is largely influenced by cooling rate.

When cooling powders from a melt, two main different driving forces help powders to

solidiff. These are thermal supercooling and constitutional supercooling [1, 2]. Thermal

supercooling is the type of cooling in which the solidliquid interface moves into the

liquid resulting into heat of fusion being released at the interface. The released heat of
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fusion raises the temperature at the interface (i.e., temperature inversion). The relative

increase in the temperature of the solid-liquid interface due to heat of fusion as compared

to the liquid temperature creates an unstable liquid that results into the formation of

dendritic patterns [1 ].

The other driving force is the constitutional supercooling which is a function of

temperature gradient in liquid ahead of the liquid surface interface. This results when

solid freezes, resulting in a different composition from the liquid, caused by solute

rejection as the solid forms. The rejected solute creates a concentration gradient into the

liquid. Therefore, the solute-rich region of the liquid solidifies first. If the depth of

supercooling is large, a dendritic pattern results, while if the supercooling layer is thin, a

cellular structure results in which the cell walls are rich in solute [1]-

The controlling equation for surface segregation is given as:

where Ci is the interface concentration, C6 bulk concentration, E is the free energy of

adsorption at the interface which can vary from 0.1 to 1.0 eV[l, 2,44f. Surface

segregation will also result in a change in the distribution of solute in the interior of the

powder particles.

Powders can also be rapidly solidified while still utilizing the mechanisms of

solidification. Rapidly solidified powders have a range of microstructures. ln large
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particles (>50pm) a branched dendritic solidification structure has been observed and

each powder is typically composed of two to three grains. In smaller particles, a dendritic

structure is usually absent while microcrystalline morphology consisting of uniformly

sized fine grains is observed.

2.2.3 Powder Processing

2.2.3.1 Pre-shaping and pre-consolidation processes

After production, powders will have to be processed. There are various operations

used to tailor powders to the desired properties prior to compaction' Examples of such

processes include powder classification, blending, mixing, agglomeration' de-

agglomeration, annealing, cleaning, and lubrication. The commonly used pre-compaction

steps are blending and mixing. The goals of such processes (blending and mixing) are to

homogenize the distribution of powder particles and to achieve the desired composition'

This is achieved by either adding elemental powders together or using prealloyed/master

alloy powders followed by blending to homogenize the composition. Lubricants are also

added to powders during mixing which will reduce friction between the die wall and the

powders and also reduce interparticle friction. Lubricants are usually organic and can be

bumt offeither during a pre-sintering or during the actual sintering process'
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2.2.3.2 Powder shaping and consolidation

Low porosity is highly desirable in most P/\4 processed Superalloys to achieve

optimum density during sintering. According to l2l, densification during powder

metallurgy can be achieved either by sintering a low density preform, pressing prior to

sintering, or sintering and pressing simultaneously to achieve fuIl density. There are other

processes/materials that can be incorporated during preforming of powders- An example

of such a process is the addition of another element e.g., cadmium to a cobait base

Superalloy which vaporizes on sintering. This leaves cavities in the cobalt base alloy

which is useful in the cooling of such Superalloy in service. Other additives are binders-

During powder shaping, binders are essential components as they help hold the powder

particles together. Polyvinyl alcohol is an example of a typical binder used for

Superalloys is and was investigated in this research'

Superalloys can also be consolidated by a variety of other techniques including

uniaxial pressing, isostatic pressing and hot isostatic pressing (HIP)- Uniaxial pressing

involves pressing the compacts in a single direction (either up and dorm, or left and right

directions) prior to sintering. Isostatic pressing involves the application of equal pressures

in all directions, while hot isostatic pressing is isostatic pressing at elevated temperatures'

Essentially, HIP involves application of pressure and temperature in an inert

(usually argon) medium. Near net shapes are obtained through shaping of the container

which is filled with the powders, evacuated and sealed prior to the HIP treatment' HIP

imposes no restriction to the container shape, which makes size reduction possible,

leading to a more economical process-
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Although HIP is quite an athactive process, the instrument is complex and not

readily available. Therefore, this research focused on using uniaxial and to a lesser extent

isostatic pressing for compacting powder particles.

2.2.4 Pre-sintering treatment

In most PiM processing, this stage is usually associated with a consolidation

process. It usually involves the process that prepares the compact for the actual sintering

process. Such processes range from simple de-lubrication to pre-heat treatment. This is

done to either change or modify the compact properties prior to sintering.

2.2.5 Sintering

Material transport driven by surface energy or capillary force is known as

sintering [a5]. The bonding of particles occurs when particles are heated to relatively

high temperatures but below the melting point or liquidus temperatures and movement of

atoms between the powder particles occurs. This is because particles with high surface

areas will attempt to minimize their surface energy by reducing their high surface arcato

volume ratio. The principal driving forces are capillary forces due to the surface and

interfacial tensions, specific interfacial free energies of the surface and free energy

surfaces between the grains [46]. During sintering, surfaces are reduced by channel

closing, by smoothening of the pore/solid interface, or by a combination of both.

Consequently, sintering generally involves loss of surface area and an increase in strength

of the powder compact [47].

Sintering consists of six main, but not distinct, stages. These are:
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./ Initial particle bonding

,/ Neck growth

,/ Pore rounding

,/ Pore channel closure

,/ Densification and pore shrinkage

./ Grain coarsening.

For simplicity, sintering can be classified under three main stages which are the initial

sintering stage, intermediate sintering stage and the final sintering stage. Classification

into the three stages is based on the reaction(s) occurring at each stage. Also there are two

main types of sintering, these are:

+ Solid state sintering

= Liquid state sintering

2.2.5.1 Solid state sintering

Solid state sintering is the process in which compacts are heated to a temperature that

allows suffrciênt diffusion of atoms to eliminate porosity and prior particle boundaries.

During solid state sintering compacts are not heated above the solidus.
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2.2.5.2 Liquid Phase sintering

Liquid phase sintering is the process in which powders are sintered at temperatures

such that a liquid phase is present during the sintering process' This enhances the

reduction of structural defects thereby increasing density. There are two types of liquid

phase sintering.

The first type is the sintering process in which the liquid phase once formed is

persistent throughout the entirety of the sintering process. such persisting liquid phase is

formed either by inducing the liquid phase to form (i'e', persistent/classic liquid phase

sintering (LPS), a typical example being Al plus the prealloyed Nicr-Fe ternary particles

used in this project) or by using an activator (activated liquid phase sintering ALPS) to

form a liquid [44]. Here a low inter-solubility can exist even with the liquid formation

(e.g., W-Cu and Mo-Cu sYstems)'

The other form of liquid phase sintering is transient liquid-phase sintering (TLPS)'

Transient liquid-phase sintering (TLPS) is the process in which the liquid phase exists for

sometime before it finally disappears via reaction to form a new higher melting point

solid phase during the sintering process [44]'

2.2.5.2.1 Mechanisms of tiquid phase sintering (thermodynamics and kinetics)

2.2.5.2.1.1 Surface energy

During liquid phase sintering, three main phases are present' These are the liquid'

solid and vapor phases [44]. For effective LPS, surface energy must be reduced as liquid

spreads into the solid particles. However for this to occur, the solidliquid interfacial
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energy must be smaller than the solid-vapor energy so as to prevent the solid from

vaponzingdwing sintering, and to also enable effective interaction' Another important

factor during LPS is that the liquid must effectively wet the surface of the solid particles

which increases bonding that will enhance densification of the compact' Wetting is

enhanced by solubility of solid in the liquid' formation of intermediate compounds' and

effective diffusion [4a]. Impurities can also reduce the interfacial energy; hence powder

particles should be free of impurities before LPS is carried out. For some of the metals

produced by LPS, their reactivity leads to formation of oxide layers which are broken

during LPS by reductive atmosphere or by sufficient capillary action that mechanically

break the oxide layers. surface energies are also affected microstructurally by the surface

area of solid-solid contacts as a fraction of total interfacial area, the number of contacts

per grain in two-dimensional cross section, grain size anddihedral angle [48]'

The relationship between grain boundaries and ratio of solid-liquid interfaces

changes with sintering time. This also affects the overall microstructure i'e''

Tss =2Tstcosþf 2 where /is the dihedrar angre, Tss: solid-solid interfaciar energy, and

151: solid-liquid interfacial energy'

The relationship is characterized by the dihedral angle and is shown in Figure 2'9'

A small dihedral angle enables effective LPS'
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Figure 2.9 Dihedral angle and surface energy equilibrium between two intersecting grains

with a partially penetrating liquid phase [44]

2.2.5.2.1.2 SolubilitY

Solid solubility in the liquid permits solution reprecipitation and enables effective

and efficient packing of grains which leads to an increase in sintered densities [49].

However, the solubility of liquid in the solid is usually undesirable as this leads to

swelling of the compact as liquid diffuses into the solid grains leaving behind large pores

that are difficult to eliminate during further sintering. A measure of solubility in LPS is

the use of solubility parameter. The solubility parameter adapted from [44] is defined as

follows:
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sol.par : s.sol.liquíd

l.sol.solid

where sol. par is the solubility parameter, s.sol.liquid is the solid solubility in liquid and

l.sol.solid is the liquid solubility in solid. If the solubility is less than one, then the system

is likely going to swell, while if the solubility is greater than one the system will shrink.

A phase diagram is useful in identi$ing solubility parameters and in estimating

the segregation tendency of alloy and impurities (i.e., the greater the separation of solidus

and liquidus, the greater the solute segregation to the interface; while a downward sloping

of the solidus and liquidus shows a tendency for solute segregation and lower surface

energies and other LPS characteristics) [44]. Hence, eutectics are favored during LPS

because they reduce the sintering temperature with liquid formation. Intermediate

compounds such as intermetallics are usually not desired during LPS as high temperature

intermetallic phases reduce diffusion rates, while brittle intermetallics negatively affect

mechanical properties of the compacts. For systems that have very little or no solid

solubility, the resultant structure is a rigid skeletal structure with densification govemed

by solid state diffi:sion. Hence, in order to obtain a high density, fine starting powders are

necessary; activators that enhance solid-state sintering in the presence of a liquid phase

can also be used.

2.8
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2.2.5.2.1.3 Diffusivity

High diffusivities of base metal atoms in liquid lead to rapid densification and

homogenization. This can be achieved by adding low temperature additives which lower

the activation energies and subsequently increase the diffrrsivities at relatively lower

temperatures. For systems that undergo significant solid state densification during

heating, diffusivity increases exponentially with temperature until the additive melts. As

a liquid phase forms during heating, there is a large increase in solubility and diffusivity

due to the much weaker bond associated with a liquid phase [44]. As temperature

increases, diffrrsivity increases exponentially; hence, high temperature enhances effective

densification. Preferential evaporation of liquid can change the overall composition of a

sintered component and can also damage a fumace during sintering. For practicai

pu{poses, a vapor pressure of 10-3 Pa is desired as a vapor pressure of lPa can lead to

significant weight loss [44]. Generally, for LPS to be effective, materials must have

different melting temperatures and unequal diffu sivities.
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2.2.5.2.2 Stages of densification during LPS

Liquid phase sintering is usually preceded by a signifrcant amount of solid state

sintering. In some cases the solid state sintering may account for a large amount of

densification in the system. Therefore the relative contribution of solid state sintering is

an important part of the LPS plocess. Densification arising from solid state sintering

increases with an increase in solubility of the base material in the compact mix'

Densification also increases with a decrease in particle size, decrease in heating rate, and

homogeneity of additives. Furthefïnore, for a liquid phase to enhance densification, the

liquid must dissolve the solid state sintering bond initially formed during the solid state

sintering [44].

In summary, the stages involved in LPS are as follows:

Re-arrangement

Solution-r ePr e ciPitat ion and

Final stage sintering

2.2.5.2.2.1 Re-arrangement

This occurs as the liquid forms in the system which enables the liquid to pull the wetting

liquid into particle neck and pores via capillary action t50]' A rapid attractive bonding

force is also applied to particles due to capillary action leading to shrinkage in the

compact. Secondary re-afïangement also occllfs after the capillary action which repacks

the particles in the compact. Pores are subsequently eliminated by viscous flow during

rearrangement.
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2.2.5.2.2.2 Solution-reprecipitaúionandgrainshapeaccommodation

Due to the presence of insuffrcient liquid to fill the pores after rearrangement

during LPS, fuither densification is achieved by mass transport or solution-reprecipitation

which changes the grain shape and size distribution of the compact. Changes in shape and

size are geared towards increase in packing density. Atoms at convex surfaces have

higher solubility in liquid than atoms at concave surfaces. Therefore, atoms at the convex

surfaces will diffuse through the liquid at the boundary and reprecipitate at the concave

surfaces. Furthermore as the grain shapes are changed, the liquid flows into the remaining

pore areas frlling the pores. Densification is therefore obtained as the centers of particles

get closer to each other. Also, the reduction in energy associated with pore elimination is

offset by increase in solid-liquid surface area, while the final equilibrium shapes of the

grains are determined by packing characteristics, surface energies and liquid volume

fraction [51].

The shrinkage rate of solute reprecipitation is lower relative to the rearrangement

stage of LPS. Kinetics of solute reprecipitation is governed by either interfacial

dissolution or reprecipitation or mass transfer rate through liquid. Grain growth occurs

simultaneously with shape accommodation ¿Ìs grains grow by dissolution and

reprecipitation through either grain coalescence or solid state grain growth of skeleton.

The driving force for grain growth during LPS is the reduction in both the amount and

curvature of the solid-liquid interfaces along with a decrease in interfacial energy.

The coarsening rate can be described by l52l:
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where G6 is the initial grain size, G is the average grain size aftertime t, f(6,f)isttte

growth rate constant that is dependent on the solid volume fractionþ and temperature T

and, n is the growth exponent which depends on transport mechanism.

2.2.5.2,2.3 Final stage sintering

The slow densification of a solid skeleton structure occurs at the final stage of

LPS. Microstructure coarsening continues while enlargement of pores occurs in the

presence of entrapped gas [53]. If the entrapped gas has no solubility in the material, the

gas pressure inside the pores prevents further densification. However, for gas with slight

solubility in the material larger pores grow at the expense of smaller ones via Oswald

rþening leading to compact swelling. Conversely, entrapped gas can be avoided through

vacuum sintering.

2.2.6 Post sintering treatment

Basically, reducing the amount of pores in a sintered compact is often necessary

in PiM processing. Such processes are also referred to as net shaping or full density

processing. This processing is usually done so as to remove the residual pores that do not

have gas filling them. An advantage of full density processing includes the ability to

improve properties after sintering compacts. Also, dimensional control can be introduced.

All these plocesses will enhance the overall performance of the compact.
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An example of such a process is the heat treatment process, while another

example is mechanical deformation applied after processing, prior to final application in

service. Sintered compacts may be mechanically deformed by rolling swaging, or

drawing. This is done to increase densification and enhance the fatigue property of the

material in service.

2.2.6.1Heat treatment of P/NI processed Superalloys

There are various processes that may be carried out on P/lvl processed Superalloys

after sintering. Some of these processes are used to unify grain structures while others are

used to reengineer the alloy properties for desired application(s). Prior to a P/IVI compact

being placed in service, the compact can be subjected to solution and ageing treatment.

This is done to either form a desired phase which could not precipitate during sintering or

to produce a specific phase for a specific application.
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2.3 Theoretical considerations

2.3.1 Thermodynamics

Since the application of Superalloys in the first jet engine (Whittle Wl) flown by

Sir Frank Whittle in the late 1930s over Gloucester E28l39 on May 14, I94I, [54] there

have been significant developments in processing of such alloys. In today's applications,

there is a constant need to develop newer Superalloys with improved properties.

However, the design of Superalloys for today's application especially in turbine

applications is quite expensive and can be very complex. According to Small [54],

Superalloy development can take up to 10 years or more before they could be used in

service. Prominent among the problems of Superalloy development includes the

determination of the chemistry mix needed to make the required part.

The traditional method of alloy development relies on the combination of

experience, empirical wisdom, and a limited calculations based on electron valency

theory (PIIACOMP) t20l [54]. Although, this may have produced results, there is greater

demand for more complex alloys in today's applications. Therefore, it is necessary to

have a method of reducing time to market relative to alloy development and elimination

of empirical wisdom in Superalloy development.

A viable alloy development technique is the calculation of phase-diagram

(CALPHAD) technique [55]. This technique has gro\trn in applications for alloy

development over the years. With advancement in computer technology, it is now

possible to calculate equilibrium phase diagrams for Superalloys in minutes.

The CALPHAD technique is based on sound mathematical models using

thermodynamic proofs for description of the properties of various phases present in the
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alloy under consideration. The mathematical coeffrcients used by the models are held in

an extensive database. This data base is assessed by various software packages and an

example of one such package is Thermocalc [56]. As a comprehensive package,

Thermocalc performs a series of calculations via Gibbs energy minimization providing

detailed information on the alloy phase equilibria.

Furthermore, various works have been done on the modeling of Superalloys [57]

which were however concentrated on ternary sub-systems [57-60]. Recent developments

include applying CALPHAD techniques to superalloy development.

Another trend in modeling of Superalloys is in comparing thermodynamic

predictions to the experimental results [61]. This is one of the goals of this research

project. Specifically, a Java Base Materials processing software (JMatPro) was used to

estimate the phase diagram of the alloy that was being developed. JMatPro modeling uses

CALPIIAD described previously to describe the thermodynamic properties of the

components i.e., a mathematical description of the thermodynamic properties of the

system of interest using stoichiometry for simple alloy and pure compounds, as well as

more complex models to calculate the thermodynamic properties of complex alloys [57].
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2.4 Thermal analYsis

During powder metallurgy processing, reactions can occur with a change in

enthalpy. A way of determining such reaction would be to thermally analyze such

reaction(s). Instruments for measuring such reaction(s) include differential scanning

calorimetry (DSC), differential thermal analyzer (DTA), and thermogravimetric analysis

(TG). The former instruments depend on temperature difference between reactive and

non reactive reference to determine as a function of time, useful information about the

reaction types being studied [62], while the TG measures a change in weight as

temperature changes. Furthermore, DSC has a similar ouþut as the DTA and TG except

that it has an ouþut that can directly measure the sample energy during transformation.

Because of its relevance to this research project, more emphasis will be placed on

the DSC and DTA instruments. To this end, a brief review of its operating principles

would be beneficial.

2.4.I Principles of DSC

From the first law of thermodynamics

dU=dQ-dfï/ 2.lr

where U is the internal energy, Q is the heat quantity and V/ is the work done'

If it can be assumed that the only type of work is the PV work, then the work done

dW = PdV +VdP .. 2.12

where P is the pressure and V is the volume.

is in the DSC/DTA, then P would represent

If it is assumed that the system under study

the presswe in the instrument during the
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reaction and V is the volume of the crucible in which the reaction is taking place. Also, V

would apply to the volume of the reference which is empty in this study.

Therefore, for a sample heated in a container under constant volume at constant pressure

then its work done dW:0 since PdV:0 and VdP:O. This implies that

dU : dQ from equationZ.ll [63].

But it is known that

H =(J + PV ......2.13

where H is the enthalpy.

Therefore for a change in enthalPY

dH = dU + PdV +VdP

and at constant P

dH : du + Pdv ...2.15

If the value of dU in equation 2.11 (i.e. dQ:dU at constant volume and pressure), is

inserted and dV:0.

Then

2.t4

2.16dH=dQ

Therefore the amount of heat supplied per unit mass, which in a DSC/DTA instrument is

measured by current flow into the heater in the DSC/DTA sample relative to the

reference, is equal to the enthalpy, provided no work is done by or to the system

(sample). Also, the change in enthalpy is the difference between the products and the

reactants. i.e.,

L,H:ZH n"o*, -Zí*"o,ont ...... -..-.-2.17
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where M p,o,tu", is the enthalpy of formation of product(s) and M ,eactant"is the enthalpy

of formation of reactants respectively.

2.4.2 Differential thermal analysis

As stated earlier, an instrument used for calculating enthalpy involved in reactions

is the differential thermal analyzer or differential scanning calorimetry DTA/DSC. In a

DTA/DSC, when reaction occurs the heat change in the reaction is indicated by a

deflection or peak. It is therefore important to know how a DSC/DTA actually calculates

the enthalpy involved in a typical reaction. Therefore, for a reaction proceeding at a rate

which varies with temperature (i.e., reaction that possesses activation energy), the peak

position varies with the heating rate, provided other conditions are frxed 1621.

As noted earlier, thermal analyzer measures the temperature difference between

the sample and a reference. However, in the reference no reaction occurs (dqidF0),

therefore the temperature distribution in the reference can be stated as:

ôT k_,\7'T." T " "'2'r8
ôtp

Usually, in a DTAIDSC analyzers the heat flow follows a general equation [64]:

where T is the temperature at which reaction occurs, t is the time, k is the thermal

conductivity, p is the density, c is the specific heat
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dq/dt is the rate of heat generation due to chemical reaction per unit volume of sample

1641.

Furthermore, the crucible used in the DSCIDTA is usually cylindrical and the

temperature of the cylinder is given as 162l:

T :To + et .. ..2.20

where q is the constant rate of temperature rise and To the initial temperature before the

occurrence of the reaction in the sample holder. Therefore the temperature at centre of the

crucible T, can be obtained by integrating equation 2.18 to the stage at which reaction

occurs.

This gives the temperature of the reference as:

T =T +@t-þFo' '---..-2.22ru4k

While the solution expressing the temperature at the centre of the sample will, as

derived by Kissinge¡164f is given by:

r, =r,. + et - ,(#) -...2-23

,/a \

where flg!-lis the function of reaction rate including the secondary effects of"lôt)

the reaction e.g., volume, density or thermal properties.

Therefore differential temperature as measured by the DSCIDTA which is the

difference between the temperature of the sample and the reference is given bV eþal

obtained by subtracting equation2.22fuom223 which gives
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i.e.,o=ly\ (óøo'\
\dI ),oo,pt"- I * ) rerercnca

2.24

which when differentiated with respect to time gives 
,,

do _ ,,( dq\a'n ......2.2s|-l_--^dt " \dt)dt'

and 0 is maximum ut do : zero.
dr

tt

It can also be seen that when 
dl! 

çi.".,the derivative of the rate of heat absorption is 
,

dt'

d0zero). also zero.
dr

The main assumption is that the heating rate is constant and a good example of a

reaction that can be measured with the DTA/DSC is the combustion synthesis reaction.
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2.5 Diffusion

For most metals, elimination of structural defects such as porosity and other

defects and formation of reaction products is achieved by diffusion of atoms. Generally,

diffusion occurs to produce a decrease in Gibbs free energy. Atoms diffirse from a higher

chemical potential gradient to a lower chemical potential gradient or from a region of

high chemical potential to a region of low chemical potential. Furthermore, diffusion

ceases when the chemical potential of atoms is the same in every part of the material

system.

For example, if two pieces of metal are held together and heated to a temperature

at which atoms of each piece of metal diffuses into the other, the diffusion occurring in

this materialmay be described by Fick's first law of diffusion:

J =-D4 .....2.26
dx

where J is the material flux i.e., the number of atoms diffrrsing down

concentration gradient of each metal per second unit area in each material and is

expressed as kgm-2s-I, c is the concentration of atoms in the each material in kgm-3 and D

is the diffusion coefflrcient between two diffusing materials.

Also, the diffr¡sion of atoms is achieved by two mechanisms, namely,

substitutional diffusion or interstitial diffusion. The substitutional mechanism is prevalent

in atoms that arc similar in crystal structure and atomic size. In substitutional diffusion,

movements of atoms are limited by their neighbors and atoms cannot move to another

site being occupied by a similar atom. However, an atom can be present at the

surrounding neighboring vacant site when suffrcient vibrational energy is supplied, while
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2.6

the rate at which an atom will move depends on frequency with which such atom is

vibrating [65].

Corrosion

Another parameter considered is corrosion. Simply defined, corrosion is degradation

of materials ¿Is a result of interactions with the environment. The type of environments

causing corrosion can either be oxidizing or reducing. However, the focus in this research

was to be the degradation of materials as a result of interaction with oxygen (i.e.,

oxidation). By definition, oxidation is the gradual disintegration of materials usually in

the presence of oxygen. The process is insidious and affects a great deal of materials in

everyday applications. For example, in aerospace applications, the hottest part of the

engine is usually subjected to corrosion more than any other part of the engine. Earlier

materials for aerospace applications, especially gas turbine materials were based on Ni-Cr

or cast cobalt based alloys [66].

2.6.1 Effect of Cr additions to Superalloys

Specifically for nickel and nickel-iron based Superalloys, chromium is added to

improve oxidation resistance and to also increase strengthening by solid solution [67].

The classes of Superalloys that depend on Cr addition for oxidation resistance are as

follows: [67]:

¡ Group I: The Cr content in this group is less than l\Yo, resulting in a

morphology in which NiO scales and internal Cr2O3 precipitates (explanation

is given in section 2.9.2 after 165,66, and 671).
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Group II: This goup of Superalloys has Cr content of less than 30o/o.In this

group, external scales of CrzOs foim over the alloy grain boundaries in

addition to the formation of extemal NiO scales. Further, more CrzO3 forms

internally.

Group III are the group with Cr concentration over 30Yo. The type of

oxidation mechanism is shown in Figure 2.10b in which an external CrzO:

scale forms.

2.6.2 Effect of rare earth additions to Superalloys

Small amount of rare-earth elements can also be added to Superalloys. In this thesis,

rare-earth effects were not specifically investigated. However, the possibility of being

subsequently added to improve the quality of the compact is of interest. Hence, brief

discussion on rare earth is considered to be desirable. Rare-earth additions have been

found to alter the oxidation resistance of CrzO¡ forming alloys. The resulting effects of

adding rare-earth include:

r Formation of continuous CrzOt scales at lower alloy Cr concentration.

Reduction in the rate of CrzOz growth

Improved scale adhesion

Change in the primary growth mechanism of oxide from outward cation

migration to inward anion migration

Reduction of the grain size in the Cr2O3 scale.
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While it is established that when the Cr content is sufficient, it offers protection by

forming alayer of Cr2O3, this protective layer is unstable at temperatures above 1000oC

(equation 2.27) 1671.

Cr2O31ro1¡¿¡ + 3l2O21gas¡:2CrO31g¿5)....... .. - " "2'27

Therefore, alloys that depend on the formation of Cr2O3 are very susceptible to

accelerated degradation at temperatures above 1000oC.

The evaporation of CrO3 results in thinning of the scale so that diffusive transport

through the scale becomes rapid. This problem is one of the major limitations on the very

high temperature use of CrzOz forming alloys and coatings. This effect becomes

significant at temperatures around 1000oC and even lower in the presence of high

velocity gases.

To this end, it was concluded that Cr protection in a Superalloy is restricted to

temperatures below 850oC t6S]. Hence, to improve the corrosion resistance of

Superalloys at temperatures above 850oC, another element was determined to be more

suitable. This element is aluminum (Al).

2.6.3 Effect of Al additions to Superalloys

Al plays a crucial role in the gamma prime (y') precipitation of gamma prime

precipitate strengthened Superalloys and also in the oxidation resistance of Superalloys.

Al forms an ordered y' phase with the formula Ni3 (41, Ti), its presence in Superalloys

can lead to an increase in the solvus temperatures of Superalloys. Also, the element is the

basis of providing oxidation resistance to the Ni-Al systems [67]. Thermodynamically, Al
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should form a protective oxide on alloys containing any amount of Al. In reality however,

due to the opposing diffirsional fluxes of oxygen inward and Al outward, this is often not

the case. AlzOg can only precipitate to protect when its percentage is sufficiently high to

produce a critical mole fraction of oxide particles required for particle line-up, while the

growth of such a scale (Al2O3) is only sustained when the flux of Al in the alloy exceeds

that consumed by scale thickening i.e., Jlf,", , J!1,0"

Ni-Al systems that are protected by Al oxide scale (without Cr) are subdivided

into three main categories. These categories are given following [67] as:

Alloys that have 0 to less than 6w/o A1; AlzO¡ usually results internally with

an external unprotective NiO scale

The second category is those that have between 6 and 17 wlo 41. In these

alloys external AlzOg forms initially but is not sustained due to inadequate

supply of Al resulting in the overtaking of AlzO: scale by the faster growing

but unprotective NiO.

The third group are those that have Al content that is more than 17wio. This

group of alloys readily forms a protective AIzOE scale due to sufficient supply

of Al.

2.6.4 Effect of Cr and Al additions to Superalloys

Nickel, nickel-iron and cobalt base Superalloys having Cr and Al simultaneously

added benefit from a remarkable synergistic effect of Al and Cr alloying elements which

l.

2.

a
-1.
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is of great technological importance 1671. The addition of about 10w/o Cr or more can

enhance AlzO¡ scale on alloys having Al levels that are as low as 5w/o. Consequently,

with the addition of Cr to Al containing alloys three primary main regions are seen to

occur [67]. These are:

I

II

ilI

NiO external scale + AlzOtlCrzO¡ subscales

CrzO¡ extemal scale I AlzO¡ subscales

External scales of only AlzO¡

The role of Cr in producing AlzO: scales at a lower Al content than often required

in binary Ni-Al alloys can be described by the phenomenon known as "gettering" [69].

Gettering is a process in which an oxidation resisting mechanism of one element renders

the oxidation promoting effect of another element inactive or harmless. High Cr content

in Superalloys results in a continuous CrzO¡ subscale that defines a lower scale-alloy

oxygen activþ; reduces oxygen diffr¡sion into the alloy, and curtails internal AlzOg

formation. In addition to this, high Cr content blocks the growth of NiO while AlzOg

subscale eventually becomes continuous and rate controlling. Furthermore, the time for

formation of such scale could be achieved at 1000oC in less than one hour [67].

Addition of rare earths to alloys containing Al and Cr can also improve the quality

of the oxide scale. It is known that rare earth or oxygen active elements can produce

dramatic modifications to oxidation behavior which are equally important to those arising

from Al or Cr additions [67]. Small amounts of rare earth can prevent the AlzOs scales

from otherwise spalling at the oxide-metal interface. An example of a refractory element
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added is yttrium, although hafnium can also be added to supplement yttrium in some

cases.

2.6.5 Oxidation mechanisms for pure metals at high temperatures

For pure metals, the oxidation rate is usually diffi,rsion-controlled. Therefore to

estimate the rate of growth of oxide on pure metals, it is important to incorporate some

basic oxidation reactions. From the literature, the growth rate of an oxide layer of

thickness x follows the equation [69]:

dx k'
2.25

dtx

where k' is the parabolic rate constant with units c-tlsec and t is the time in seconds.

Integrating [69] equati on 2.25 gives:

,î -r1" =2k'(t-t"). .--.-----2-26

where to is the time when diffusion begins. AIso, the extent of diffusion may also be

expressed in terms of mass change per unit -""(+)

(Y\' -( Y\' =zk"Q-t").l;),-lî),"=zk v-t") " '2'27

where

o=(l)'o 2.28

and V is the equivalent volume of the oxide. k" has the unit of 92lcma ¡701.
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According to Wagner [69], the theoretical treatment for k' is based on the foliowing

assumptions.

1. That the oxide is compact, perfectly adherent scale,

2. The migration of ions or e across the scale is the rate-controlling process

3. Thermodynamic equilibrium is established at both the metal-oxide and oxide

gas interface

4. Thermodynamic equilibrium is established locally t}roughout the scale, while

the scale is thick as compared with the distance over which scale changes.

Also, it was assumed that oxygen solubitity in the metal may be neglected.

Therefore, the rate of oxidation for a diffusion-controlled growth rate can be represented

as xl -xt. =2k,(r -t") or (+): (+): =2k'Q-t")
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2.6.6 Oxidation mechanisms of alloy metals at high temperatures

The oxidation of alloys is more complex than that of pure metals. Following

'Wagner's work, [69] the oxidation properties of alloys can be grouped as:

a. Nobel parent metal with alloying elements that are less noble (more base in

nature) in nature

b. Base parent with base alloying element

These are illustrated in Figure2.l0 and Figure 2.11 following16Tl-

Figure 2.I}aAlloy dilute in B showing internal oxidation of B [67]

Figure 2.10b Altoy concentrated in B showing external layer of BO [67]

For 2.10a to occur, A must be noble and B must be less noble, in addition to this,

oxygen must be soluble in A. In the simplest case for which BO is very stable and De <<

Do in the alloy, the depth of intemal oxidation may be written as [67]:

A-B

+BO
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"Ø=[ )'

zlf) oot

:(+*"

¡vf'

where NG) is the oxygen solubility and N[t') it the bulk alloy concentration of B

expressed as atomic fraction. The equati on 2.29 indicates that x(f) decreases as Nfo)

increases and when sufficient B is present, outward flux of B results in BO being formed

as a continuous surface layer (Figure 2.10b) while transition from internal to external

oxidation occurs when

Uf), N(cr¡ticat) 2.30

Where, Nf,c'iti*r¡

Where, V* and Vo* are molar volumes of alloy and oxides respectively, g* is the critical

volume fraction of oxide required for the transition which is often around 0.3.

Figure 2.11 is the schematic cross section of an alloy A-B where both components

form stable oxides but BO is more stable than AO

Figure 2.TlaAiloy dilute in B showing internal oxidation of B under extemal layer AO

I

iA+BO
I
I
I
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Figure Z.IIa Alloy concentrated in B showing continuous external BO

Figure 2.1 1 represents a more general case where the oxides of both A and B are

stable in the gas but BO is more stable than AO (in Superalloys A generally represents Ni

or Co and B represents Cr, Al, Ti ). For low concentration of B, an external layer of AO

will form and an internal oxide of BO will precipitate in the alloy, Figure 2.IIa.If the

concentration of B is increased to exceed the critical concentration needed for transition

into external oxidation, the morphology that was shown in Figure 2.llb would result.

Formation of a continuous layer of BO precludes any further formation of the less

stable AO, although some AO will generally form before the BO layer becomes

continuous. Such a phenomenon is referred to as "transient oxidation" 1671. The objective

of alloying for oxidation resistance is depicted in Figrre z.llb. This figure represents

alloying element B that forms an oxide that is both very stable and slow growing. This

type of layer can be formed when sufficient quantity of B is added and is referred to as

"selective oxidation"[7 1 ].

The oxidation rate for an alloy as seen in Figure z.ltb can be essentially parabolic

with a rate constant characteristic of BO. However, selective oxidation depletes B from

the alloy under the scale. This will eventually result in an enrichment of oxides of A in

the scale with rate increasing toward that of characteristic AO. The length of time

required for transition to a more rapid rate depends on a number of factors such as
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temperature, specimen size, diffusivities in the alloy and scale and initial concentration of

B in the alloy.

Furthermore, the transition is hastened by any process that lessens the

protectiveness of the BO layer which can occur by evaporation of a volatile oxide e.g.,

Cr2O3 that thins the protective layer or by mechanical damage to the scale by action of

erosive particles or cracking and spalling due to applied or generated stresses. This is

conrmon in Superalloys because of the cyclic thermal loading they undergo 1671.
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CHAPTER THREE

3.0 BXPBRIMENTAL PROCEDURES

3.1 Materials

3.1.1 Raw materials

The powders used in this study were produced by Alfa Aesar Inc USA, using inert

gas atomization. The ternary alloy was obtained in prealloyed form with the reported

composition of Ni: 72, Cr 14-16 and Fe: 7-10 wlo; while the A1 powder was 99.98o/o

pure and was also obtained from Alfa Aesar. This powder was 99.98% pure and also

obtained from Alfa Aesar.

3.2 Thermodynamic software modeling

JMatPro was used to predict the effects of green compact composition and

sintering parameters on the formation of different phases on heating and cooling. As

stated in Chapter 2 of this thesis, the software uses a step-calculation method, based on

CALPHAD (CAlculation of Phase Diagrams) that requires a mathematical description of

the thermodynamics of the system of interest. The described thermodynamic properties of

the phases in the system are then input into application software to calculate phase

equilibra by a Gibbs energy minimization process [57].
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3.3 Powder processing and characterization

3.3.1 Powder size characterization

The size distribution was determined using a MalvemrM (Master Particle Sizer

M3.1) laser particle-size analyzer. To obtain the data a}.ZgNi-Cr-Fe powder was mixed

with methanol (10m1) for blending, and subsequently mixed with about 200m1 of distilled

water at room temperature. A constant flow rate of about 4mVs was maintained, while

simultaneously stirring the mixture. The results were then recorded from the average

readings taken over a period of 1.7s. Table 3.1 summarizes the equipment specification.

From the table, the focal length which represents the distance of powder image to the

laser is given as 63mm and the beam length (i.e., the total length of the laser) in the

instrument is given as 300mm, the obscuration level is given as 0.0502 while the volume

concentration is 0.0001%.

Table 3.1. Summary of Malvern laser particle analyzer specification

Eouioment
Malvern Instruments MASTER
narticle sizer M3.l

Focal Length 63mm

Beam Lensth 300.00mm

Obscuration 0.0502

Volume Concentration 0.0001%
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3.3.2 Powder microstructural examination

In charactenzing the powder for compositional analysis, two main methods were

employed, namely wet chemical analysis and SEM-EDS. Results were subsequently

compared to the manufacturer's specification. The shape analysis of the powder was

carried out using a Hitachi scanning electron microscope. Prior to examination, the

powder was mixed with carbon paste, spread on a SEM specimen holder and allowed to

ctue for more than 24h. An accelerating voltage of 5 kV and current of 10 pA were used

during the shape examination thereby avoiding the need to coat the sample.

3.3.3 Powder X-ray diffraction

X-ray diffraction analysis of the as-received powder was carried out using Cu, Kcr

radiation, using a wavelength l,: 1.54056nm and 40mA curent and a voltage of 44kV.

The instrument was manufactured by Rikagu.

3.3.4 Powder flow density calculation

The flow density is the density that describes the powder's flowability and its

ability to fill the die without the application of external pressure. Flow denstty is

important for powders as it helps to determine the ability of the powders to agglomerate.

Agglomerated powders are not desired during powder processing as this can lead to non-

uniform compositional distribution. In this research, flow density was calculated by using

a cylindrical container whose parameters were known and measuring the weight of the

powder that fills the cylinder.
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3.4 Compact fabrication

3.4.1 Optimizing binder and lubricant

In order to optimize powder compressibility, additives such as binder and/or

lubricants can be employed. In this study, an organic binder, polyvinyl alcohol, and a

lubricant, microwax, were investigated. Powders were subsequently blended with the

optimized additive for a period of 0.5h in a Turbula rM blender. Finally, the powders \ilere

compacted into transverse rupture (TRS) bars in accordance with Metal Powder

Industries Federation (MPIF) standards at compacting pressures from 100 to 550MPa

using an InstronrM test frame (1000kN capacity). In this way an optimum binder,

lubricant and compacting pressure were determined.

3.4.2 Pre-sintering

Prior to sintering, green compacts were deJubricated in a honzontal tube furnace

equþed with a stainless steel chamber at 4000C for 0.5h under flowing nitrogen.

3.4.3 Sintering

The samples \ilere first subjected to solid state sintering in air at 72700C, to

minimize closed porosity. This temperature also corresponds to >90o/o Tn' (the melting

temperature) of the alloy according to the equilibrium phase diagram and thus significant

diffusion is expected to occur. For simplicity, air was first chosen as the sintering

atmosphere and time was varied from 0.5h to 5h so as to obtain the best time for sintering

and to examine the oxidation effect. To optimize the sintering temperatures, samples
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\¡/ere heated under vacuum (< 6 millitorr) for a constant time (1h) while temperatures

were varied ftom 1260 to 14000C. Experiments to optimize sintering time under vacuum

were also conducted. The effects of Al addition to the temary Ni-Cr-Fe were also

investigated by adding different amounts ranging from 1, 3, 6 and I2wlo of aluminum to

the ternary alloy. Finally, the effect of 1 and 3wio Ti on the optimized ternary Ni-Cr-Fe +

aluminum quaternary was investigated.

3.4.4 Mercury and water densitometry

The sintered alloy was characterized in terms of theoretical density. The density

of the compact was measured by applying the Archimedes principle (mercury medium)

for both the green and sintered compacts. These density calculations were also verified by

measuring in water medium.

Heat treatment

A heat treatment was carried out on the selected samples as follows. First the samples

were solution treated at about 1200oC for 4h and quenched in water. This was followed

by various heat treatments. For ageing heat treatment, two temperatures were tested

namely 650oC and 800oC. Samples were then held at these temperatures for times 0.5h,

1.0h, 3.5h 7.5h and 15.5h and air cooled. For the precipitate dissolution heat treatment,

selected samples were heated to 910oC, 1010oC and 1050oC and held for th each at these

temperatures.

3.5
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3.6 Microstructural examination of sintered specimens

For metallographic assessment of the sintered specimens, a cross-section of each

sintered sample was cut using a diamond blade and mechanically polished to lpm

diamond paste. The "as-sintered" polished specimens were subsequently electrolytically

etched in a solution of l2ml of 70Yo H3POa+ 40ml of 70% HNO3+48m1 of 98%o HzSO+ at

5V for 10s and specimens of the heat treated materials (section 3.5) were etched in a

solution of 3ml of 49Yo HF+ 20ml of 70Yo HNOg at 50oC.

3.6.1 Optical and scanning electron microscopy

The sintered alloy was prepared using standard metallographic techniques. The

polished and etched specimens were examined by a Zeiss Axiophot optical microscope

equipped with Clemex* image analysis and also using a JEOL 5900-LV scanning

electron microscope (SEM) equipped with ultra thin window Oxford link EDS

spectrometer. For SEM/EDS the voltage used was between lOkV and 20kV.

3.7 X-ray diffraction of sintered specimens

The phase(s) formed in the alloys after cooling from the sintering temperature

were also identified using a Rikagu XRD with Cu Kc¿ radiation, wavelength l" :

1.54056nm, operating at an applied voltage of 44kV and a current of 40m4. An

analyzing software (WINJADE*) ** used for identification of the phases. Sample

preparation for the XRD analysis involved cutting a flat surface, cutting and polishing.
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3.9

3.8 Differential scanning calorimetry sample preparation

The DSC analysis instrument (ÀIETZSCH DSC 404C) was f,rrst calibrated

following the ASTM E967-03 standard [72] using indium, aluminum, silver, gold and

nickel at 2.50Clmin, 5.00C/min, 10.00C/min, 15.00c/-itr, 20.00C/min and 25.00C/min

heating rates. The differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis for both the

investigated powders and sintered compacts were done using 5mg slices (about 3mm

diameter) that were cut from either the green compacts or the sintered compacts as

appropriate.

Phase transformation in DSC

The process used for sample preparation for phase transformations involved

mixing 6w/o Al powder with Ni-Cr-Fe powder in a TurbularM mixer, compacted at

500MPa, and delubricated in a tubular furnace at 400oC for 0.5h under a flow of

5Oml/min argon. This yielded a compact with an as-prepared composition of Cr:l1.3;

Fe:8.5; Al:6; balance Ni(w/o). Transformation reactions were studied by heating the

samples in a DSC to the points of exo/endothermicity and quenching in argon followed

by phase identification by X-ray diffraction, and microstructural analysis by SEM

equipped with EDS capability.

In a subsequent study, green compacts were heated to 560oC and 640oC for times

varying from 0, 10 and 3Omins to assess the effect of hold time prior to argon-quench.
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3.10 Hardness measurements

The hardness values were obtained using Vickers and Rockwell (scale A and B)

testers. For Vickers hardness, the test load used was 10 kgf for 5 seconds and nine

readings were taken. The Rockwell hardness tester was automated and the test load used

was 50kgf. For the Rockwell hardness tester, six readings were taken. In both types of

hardness testers the average values of hardness readings were taken eliminating the top

and the bottom values typical of the procedures for porous specimens.

3.11 Mechanicalworking

The optimized and selected sintered compacts were mechanically deformed (cold

rolled) through multipass rolling mill. For the as-sintered temary compacts, the reduction

was carried out using a progressive increase of 5-10%o per pass; about five passes were

carried out. Also, for the Al-modified compacts, mechanical deformation was carried out

at a progressive increase of about 2-5% (to minimize cracking) while between four to

eight passes \ryere carried out before cracks were noticed. For some selected samples, a

solutionized heat treatment at 1200oC for 4hs was carried out prior to deformation.

3.12 Oxidation test

The oxidation tests of selected sintered samples were carried out in a muffle

furnace. Prior to oxidation testing, samples were solutionized at l200oC for 4h and

quenched in water in order homogenize the microstructure. The oxidation tests were

carried out at 1000oC for times ranging from 0.5h to 36h. The weights of the test samples
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were measured before and after oxidation tests while microstructural examination of the

oxidized samples was carried out in the SEM.

The chart below shows the simplified process for the alloy development.

Powder Production/characterisation

Powder Consolidation

Powder Compaction

Sintering

Metal working

Miscellaneous processing: thermodynamic
modelling, characterisation, phase

transformation

Figure 3.1 Simplified alloy development process
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CHAPTER FOUR

4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this thesis, the results presented and discussed are as follows: First, the P/M

processing of the alloy was optimized including the effects of binder, lubricant,

compacting pressures, sintering temperature and sintering time. This was followed by

examining the effects of Al content and its subsequent modeling using JMatPro

thermodynamic processing tool. Following these, phases that formed on heating and on

cooling on the optimized Al composition were investigated by the DSC, followed by heat

treatment, oxidation investigation and eflect of 1 and 3w/o Ti on the optimized

quatemary (appendix). The summary of these processes is shown in Figure 4.1.

Powder characterisation/proce ss

optimisation

Effect of Al additions and phase formation

Thermodynamic (JMatPro) modelling

Phase transformations on heating and cooling

Ageing, Oxidation properties and effect of
Ti on the optimised condition

Figure 4.1: Illustrations of the results and discussion as presented in this thesis
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4.1 Material ch aracterization

All powder material used in this study was first charactenzed for shape, composition, size

and flowability.

4.1.1 SEM analysis

SEM images of the as-received powder are shown in Figures 4.2a-e. From the

figures, it can be seen that the shape of the powder was spherical with the absence of

satellites, or secondary attachments that often affix themselves to powder particulates,

which in turn prevent attainment of good mechanical properties. In each powder particle,

micrograins and grooves were also observed, as seen in Figures 4.2c,4.2d and 4.2e. The

micrograin structure obtained may be due to the cooling rate of the molten alloy during

atomization Because of the numerous boundaries between micrograins, sintering by

diffusion is enhanced due to the higher migration tendency of atoms at the boundaries.

Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 also show the EDS X-ray maps of different batches of

ternary powders received. It can be seen that while one batch of powder (Figure 4.3)

shows a fairly homogeneous distribution of the alloying elements, another batch (Figure

4.4) shows a non-homogeneous distribution of alloying elements. Specifically, Figure 4.4

shows a typical SEM backscattered electron (BSE) image and X-ray elemental maps of

various elements present in the as-received temary powder of a batch different from that

of Figure 4.3. Similar to the powder in Figure 4.3, most of the powder particles were

observed to be spherical. However, at times some spongy particles were also observed.

X-ray mapping revealed the latter to be iron particles.
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Figure 4.2a: sEM secondary erectron image of the " as-received" powder at250x

Figure 4.2b: SEM secondary electron image of the " as-received', powder at 650X
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Figure 4.2c: SEM secondary electron image of the " as-received" powder at 1400X

:ia.¡t.::ta):

Figure 4.2d: SEM secondary electron image of the " as-received" powder at2000X
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Figure 4.2e: SEM secondary electron image of the " as-received', powder at 10,000X
showing groove atthe grains intersection of the powder particle.
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Figure 4.3: SEM mapping image of a typical powder particle to show if there is
segregation in the particle. a) Electron Image, b) Ni map, c) Cr map, d) Iron map
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Figure 4.4 a): SEM-BSE image of the second batch "as-received" ternary

lron Ha1

Figure 4.4b: X-ray map for Fe
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trlickel Ha1

Figure 4.4 c: X-ray map for Ni

Chrnmium Hs1

Figure 4.4 d: X-ray map for Cr
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4.1.2 Chemicalanalysis

Two types of analyses were carried out to confirm the alloy composition of the

two batches of powders received. These were wet chemical and EDS analyses. The

values obtained by the wet chemical analysis are shown in Table 4.1. For SEM/EDS

analysis, nine points were randomly selected and analyzed (SEMÆDS) and the results

compared with the manufacturer's specification. The summary is shown in Table 4.1 and

the average composition obtained by the SEM/EDS analysis was found to be: Ni: 79: Cr:

12: and Fe: 9 wt. %o.Table 4.1 shows that the content of some elements present varies

from either ASTM or the manufacturer's specification. This could be related to the

processing conditions under which the powders were produced (e.g., inert gas

atomization). However, it is not unusual for such powders, and underlines the necessity

for analyzing a P/lM material prior to use.

The analysis, shown in Table 4.1, reveals different elemental compositions. For

example, chromium was observed to be approximately l2wlo. Chromium is essential for

corrosion prevention, and also tends to segregate in the melt during the atomization

process. This is usually caused by the uneven migration of Cr in relation to other

elements present. It is reported that in Inconel 600, chromium has lower activation energy

because of the presence of iron [73], which increases its migration rate. This could result

in a lower w/o in the quantity of chromium. Overall, EDS analysis showed an even

distribution of chromium in the powder batch used for optimizing processing parameters

for the ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy, this suggests an absence of Cr enrichment in the grains

prior to processing.
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Table 4.1: Chemical analysis of the as-received powder

4.1.3 Powder particle size analysis and powder flowability

In this study, the Malvern laser particle analyzer was used for size analysis and

the results obtained are shown in Figure 4.5 and Table 4.2. From the data shown in

Figure 4.5 and Table 4.2,the median size was determined to be 25.8¡tm.90o/o of the

powder particles were less than 54pm in size, while the size of l0%;o of the powder was

below 9.4¡tm. This is a reasonable particle size distribution to ensure that voids between

larger grains are filled, thereby offering maximum possible green density prior to

sintering.

The flowability of the powder, defined as the ability of the powder to fill a given

shaped container without application of pressure, is given in Table 4.3. The significance

of this parameter is to assess how easy the powder will fill a die during processing.
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Element CrWo Fe w/o Ni w/o
Error t

EDS analysis I 10.0 11.3 78.7 0.0
EDS analvsis 2 10.0 8.5 80.9 0.6
EDS ana ysis 3 9.1 8.5 82.4 0.0
EDS ana vsis 4 11.3 10.0 78.7 0.0
EDS ana ysis 5 12.1 8.4 79.4 0.0
EDS ana vsis 6 10.1 11.6 77.9 0.4
EDS ana ysis 7 121 10.5 77.4 0.1
EDS analvsis I 11.9 7.1 81.0 0.1
EDS analvsis 9 11.6 7.2 81.2 0.1

Wet chemical analvsis 12.4 7.2 77.5 2.9
Cr w/o Fe w/o Ni w/o Al Wo Mn w/o Cw/o Cu

w/o
Error

ASTM specification
for IN600

(Cast or wrought)

t4-17 6-10 t2 1.0-1.7 I 0.2max 0.5 Unknown

Manufacturers
soecification

14-18 6-10 72 Unknown
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Figure 4.5: Powder particle size distribution of the "as-received" ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy

Table 4.2: Summary of the powder particle size analysis

Log. Diff. 6.37

D(v,0.5) 25.8pm

D(v,0.9) 54.4pm
D(v,0.1) 9.7pm

D(4,3) 29.5¡m
D(3,2) 19.3pm

Span l.Tseconds

Specimen surface area 0.11sq.m./cc.

Table 4.3: Table showing the "as-received" ternary Ni-Cr-Fe ternary po\À/der flowability

s80

Height of
Cylinder

Diameter of
Cvlinder fcm)

Radius of
cvlinder

Volume of
Cylinder

lcm3ì

Mass of powder that
filled the cylinder

lsì
Flow density

lslcm3)
2.s4 ., -t 1.57 9.54 85.68 4.38

2.54 J -t 1.57 9.54 86.52 4.43

2.s4 J J t.57 9.54 85.70 4.38

2.s4 J J 1.57 9.54 85.1 l 4.35

2.54 J J 1.51 9.s4 85.45 4.37

Averaqe flow densitv =4.38q/cm"
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S*=

where, S* is defined as width of the distribution curve which is

also the slope of the linear part of the sigmoidal curve [74], and De6 and D1¡ are the

average particle size below 90 and 10olo, respectively. According to Iococca and German

1741, if the value of S* is high (i.e., greater than 1.00) this is an indication that the

material has good flowability and will subsequently fill the die properly. The S*

calculated in the present work was found tobe 3.4L while the "flow density" (i.e., filling

of the die by the powder without tapping or pressure application) was found to be

4.38g1cm3. This value is 50% of the theoretical green density of the powder suggesting

that the material should have areasonably good compressibility [74].

4.1.4 XRD analysis of the "as-received" ternary Ni-Cr-Fe powder

Results of X-ray diffraction and indexed peaks of the as-received powder are

shown in Figure 4-6. The XRD spectrum of as-received powder was compared to the

JCPDS standard and was found to compare well with the standard Ni and Ni/CrÆe

(JCPDS) alloys because they both have similar FCC crystal structures. Also, XRD pattem

analysis of some powder batches (e.g., batch 2) indicated presence of traces of pure Fe.

The XRD analysis suggests that the phase present has an FCC structure as the planes of

diffraction were either all odd {(1 I 1), (31 1)} or all even {(200), (220), and (222)} while

the first diffracting plane was the (111) [75]. EDS analysis indicated that the elements

present were Ni, Cr, Fe. By comparing the EDS and XRD analyses relating them to the

2.56

I P,-o[D,olo
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equilibrium phase diagram, the main phase present in the particle is concluded to be

NiCrFe y-fcc.
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Figure 4.6: XRD spectrum of the "as-received" ternary Ni-Cr-Fe powder
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Finally, from the Ni-Cr-Fe equilibrium phase diagram f761, the y phase is

expected to be present from room temperature to 14200C as a solid phase and as liquid up

to about 14500C (Figure 4.7).
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4.2 Effect of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) on density distribution of the ternary

Ni-Cr-Fe alloy

Binders usually have a positive effect on the green density of powder

metallurgical products; for example, PVA has been used successfully to produce Udimet

700 by powder metallurgy processes [78]. However, in the present work, addition of

PVA resulted in an overall decrease in the green density, as can be seen in Figure 4.8,

even after the increase in compacting pressure from 400 to 500 MPa. Hence, PVA was

not used as an additive in this work.
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Figure 4.8: Effect of PVA on the green density of the compact
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4.3 Effect of lubricant (wax) on density distribution of the ternary Ni-Cr-

Fe alloy

The effect of lubricant (wax) on the green compact is shown in Figure 4.9. Here, it can

be seen that with increase in compacting pressure the effect of lubricant on green density

is diminished.
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Figure 4.9 Effect of lubricant and compacting pressures on the green density of the
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A lubricant can be added to powder particles, either by application to the wall of

the compacting instrument or by being mixed with the powder prior to compaction [1, 2,

79). Various authors have studied the effect of pressure and lubricant on green density.

For example, according to Armstrong [80], and Bochini [81], at low pressures lubricant

promotes compact homogenization by promoting interparticle contact through friction

reduction. However, at higher compacting pressures, lubricant may limit the density that

is obtainable by occupying space between particles.

In the present study the effect of lubricant (microwax) was examined and is

presented in Figure 4.9- At relatively low compacting pressure (300 MPa) an increase in

density with increase in the quantity of lubricant was noted as \¡/as that observed by

Armstrong [80], Bochini [81] and Jiang [79]. However, it is seen that as the compacting

pressrre increased to 500 MPa the effect of increasing the amount of lubricant used

seems to be diminished. This is in agreement with the concept that at high compacting

pressures lubricant f,rlls the voids between powder particles and therefore does not

necessarily enhance contact.

Ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy powder compaction

During the course of this work, an experiment was carried out to investigate cold

isostatic pressing as a process to compact the temary powder. The result of the cold

isostatic pressing is shown in Figure 4.10. Here, it can be seen, while some bonds formed

in some regions, other parts of the powder were not properly compacted, resulting in a

poor product. A noticeable difference between cold isostatic pressing and uniaxial

compaction was that the shape of the pressed powders obtained after compacting at

4-4
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4.4.1 Uni-axial pressing of the ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy

In this study, powder compressibility was investigated between 100 MPa and 550

MPa. The results are given in Figure 4.11, which were labeled after l2l.lt is seen that at

compacting pressures increased above 400 MPa, the compacts had an apparent green

density in excess of 80% of the theoretical density (TD). In addition to this, it was

observed that the deformation was not significant. Apparent green density values of -

84% (Figure 4.lI), suggests that a good contact between the powder particles was

obtained, which is a function of both the starting particle size distribution, shown in

Figure 4.5, and the compacting pressure used. An optimized compacting pressure of 500

MPa was therefore selected for all future work.
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4.5 Sintering of ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy

Material transport driven by surface energy or capillary force is known as

sintering [82]. The bonding of particles occurs when particles are heated to relatively

high temperatures but below the melting point or solidus temperatures. During sintering

surfaces are reduced by channel closing, by smoothening of the pore/solid interface, or

combination of both. Consequently, sintering generally involves loss of surface area and

increase in strength of the powder compact [47].

Huppman [45] classified sintering process into three main parts namely, activated,

liquidus and solidus (subsolidus). The focus of this study was mainly to sinter in the solid

state by operating below the melting temperature of the alloy but close to the mushy zone

(between the solidus and liquidus), and holding for a relatively short time to prevent

possible liquation and subsequent grain growth. The sintered samples were then observed

under SEM.

Furthermore, in this study, the sintering of a powder compact was first carried out

in air at temperatures of 1270 +100C, and subsequently, in vacuum. This corresponds to

temperatures below the melting point of the alloy, but high enough (>90% T. where T,

is the melting temperature of the alloy) for bonding of the powder particles to occur.

Also, the sintering times were varied from 0.5h to 5h in both air and vacuum. This was

done to observe changes in microstructure with time. A typical air sintering curve for 2h

is shown in Figure 4.12. The dimensions for the green compact were 31.8mm X 12.7mm

X 6.71mm.
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Figure 4.12: A typical air sintering curve for 2h equilibration at sintering temperature for
the ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy

Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show the microstructural changes as a function of time at

12700C for the minimum (0.5 h) and maximum (5h) times investigated for the air sintered

samples.
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C) 12700C for 120mins

Figure 4.13: Secondary electron image showing microstructural changes after: a)0.5h, b)
th, c)2h and d)5h of sintering at l270oC for the ternary Ni-Cr-Fe
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Figure 4.14a: Secondary electron image showing changes in the sintered sample after
0.5h of sintenng,l2TïoC for the ternary Ni-Cr-Fe

Good particle contacts made after
0.5h of sintering, suggesting that
prior particle boundaries were

well bonded after 0.5h

Pores become more
isolated after 2h
showing the possibility
ofreaching the final
stage of sintering

Figure 4.14b: Secondary electron image showing microstructural changes after 2h of
sintering, 7270oC for the ternary Ni-Cr-Fe
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Figure 4.15: Average porosity concentration as a function of time, air sinter, l270oC for
the temary Ni-Cr-Fe

As seen in Figure 4.13a arñ 4.74a after 0.5h of sintering inter-particle particle

contacts were increased. In addition, a reasonable bonding of prior particle boundaries is

evident. In most sintering processes, the intermediate sintering stage is charactenzedby

initial interparticle pores becoming smaller and./or reduced in number. It may be noticed

from Figure 4.75 that reduction in porosity occurred between 0.5h and lh, while after 2h

sintering, the SEM image (Figures 4.13 b and 4.14b) showed interparticle pores that

metamorphosed from a long cylindrical shape to being round and more isolated. This was
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also accompanied by coarsening of the grains and subsequent reduction in the number of

pores. Hence, it may be postulated that the sintering process has reached its final stage

after2h.

The extent of sintering can be estimated by a variety of methods including

shrinkage, neck to particle size ratio and density. Indications from this study were that no

shrinkage had occurred in the air sintered temary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy, as compact dimensions

were similar before and after sintering. Interestingly, as sintering time increased to 5h,

there was a reappearance of a "boundary-like" feature as seen in Figure 4.13d and Figure

4.16. Also, the distribution of the grain size after air sintering was found to be

comparable to the prior grain size distribution.
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Interparticle
reappearance after
sintering

4.6

Figure 4.16: Secondary electron image of microstructural evolution after 5h of sintering
for the ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy

EDS-X-ray mapping of the air-sintered ternary Ni-Cr-Fe samples

In order to examine the different reactions occurring during air sintering, EDS

analysis was carried out to provide a qualitative assessment of the constituent elements in

the sintered alloy. In this way depletion or enrichment of any of the alloying elements

that might have occurred during the air sintering process can be evaluated. Whereas

specimens that were sintered for 0.5, 1,2 and 5h were examined, only the 5h micrographs

are presented (0.5 and 5h for oxygen).
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4.6.1 Chromium X-ray map of the ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy

Figure 4.17 shows an X-ray map of Cr after sintering at 1270oC for 5h. it was observed

that after 0.5h Cr was homogeneously distributed. However, as sintering time was

increased to 5h at l270oC, there was an ernichment of chromium at the interparticle

boundaries, similar to what was observed in IN600[83].

Enrichment of
chromium at the
boundaries

Figure 4.I7:X-raymappingofchromiumafter5hofsintering atl2T}oCforthetemary
Ni-Cr-Fe alloy
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4.6.2 Nickel elemental X-ray map for the ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy

Specimens were sintered (in air) for times 0.5, 1, 2 and 5h, however only the 5h

micrograph is presented. Figure 4.18 shows X-ray elemental maps of a sample sintered at

1270oC for 5h. EDS data were collected for a varying period up to th. 'Whereas 
a

homogenous distribution of Ni was observed after 0.5h sintering, it is seen in the Figure

that after 5h sintering, depletion of nickel was noted at interparticle boundaries.

Depletion of Nickel at the
boundaries where chromium had

been enriched.

Fig 4.18: X-ray map of nickel after 5h of sintering at l270oc for the ternary Ni-Cr-Fe
alloy
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4.6.3 Iron elemental X-ray map for the ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy

The iron elemental map is shown in Figure 4.19. From the figure it can be seen

that iron depletion was also pronounced after 5h of sintering at I270oC.

Depletion of iron at the
boundaries where
chromium had been
enriched

Figure 4.19:X-raymappingofironafter5hofsintering atl2T}ocfortheternaryNi-Cr-
Fe alloy
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4.6.4 Oxygen elemental X-ray map for the ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy

The corresponding X-ray maps of oxygen are given in Figures 4.20a-b.It appears

that once formed, the oxide layer remained relatively stable even after 5h of sintering.

Thermodynamically, this is expected to be predominantly chromia i.e. chromium oxide

[84], and although the onset of formation of chromium oxide and chromium enrichment

may have occurred after 2h sintering, it was not particularly evident until after 5h of

sintering (Figure 4.17). This latter aspect is suggested to be responsible for the

reappearance ofthe grain boundary features noted in Figure 4.16.

Figure 4.20: X-ray map of oxygen as a function of time for the ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy
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4.7 Air sintered density of the ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy

The sintered density curve of the air-sintered samples is shown Figure 4.2l.The

graph shows that there was limited change in densification with time and that in fact after

5h a small decrease in density was observed. This decrease in density could be related to

oxidation after 5h sintering that would affect the mass to volume ratio. As a result,

sintering times in excess of 5h were not investigated.
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Figure 4.2I: Air densification profile of the compact at 12700C after varying times of
srntering
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The microstructural changes and porosity values of the air-sintered samples are

summarized in Figure 4.22. TItts is a schematic representation of the main changes that

occurred during air sintering based upon EDS and microscope images.
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4.8 Hardness data of air-sintered ternary Ni-Cr-Fe samples

Figure 4.23 shows the hardness of the air-sintered samples after sintering at

12700C for varying times. The values shown in the figure are an average of a minimum

of eight points across the sample cross-section. These data may be used to estimate the

mechanical behavior of the compact as previously used in [S5]. The hardness of the alloy

used in this study was approximately 48HRB (-75 Vickers hardness).
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Figure 4.23: Hardness data of ternary Ni-Cr-Fe samples sintered in air for different times
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91

Vacuum sintering of the ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy

4.9.1 Effect of temperature on microstructure of vacuum-sintered samples

Figure 4.24 shows the densification curve for specimens sintered under vacuum.

To determine the relationship between sintered density and sintering temperature, time

was kept constant at th while the temperature was varied from 1260 to 1400 0C.
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Figure 4.24:Yartation in percentage theoretical density of Ni-Cr-Fe alloy as a function of
sintering temperature (lh sinter)
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From Figure 4.24 it can be seen that the theoretical density (TD) of the sintered

samples increased from 85.25% (12600C) ß 90.24% (14000C). This densification can be

related to a decrease in porosity; representative micrographs are given in Figures 4.25a,

4.25b and 4.25c. Referring to Figure 4.25a, at I2600C, the interparticle pores created

during the powder compaction were still present, typical of an early stage of sintering

during which pores start to grow and may tend to join in order to reduce internal energy.

At the same time, the grain size was measured according to the ASTM standards to be

45¡tm, which compares well with the initial particle size (90%o less than 54pm).

iÊ:íÊå

Figure 4.25a: SEM secondary electron image of ternary Ni-Cr-Fe sample sintered at

12600C (Vacuum <6 millitorr)
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Figure 4.25b: SEM secondary electron image of ternary Ni-Cr-Fe sample sintered at
12800C for th (vacuum <6 milliton)

Figure 4.25b shows the micrograph of the 1280"Ci1h sample, while Figure 4.25c shows a

micrograph of a 1300oC/1h sintered specimen. From Figure 4.25c it can be seen that

many pores were rounded and isolated. This indicates 12800C to be proximity to an

almost optimum sintering temperature although significant grain growth has not begun.
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Figure 4.25c: SEM secondary electron image of temary Ni-Cr-Fe samples sintered at
13000C for th (vacuum <6 milliton)

Figure 4.25d: SEM secondary electron image of ternary Ni-Cr-Fe samples sintered at
ß200C for th (vacuum <6 milliton)
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Figure 4.25e: SEM secondary electron image of ternary Ni-Cr-Fe samples sintered at
13500C for th (vacuum <6 millitorr)

As expected, further increase in temperature led to a decrease in porosity near

grain boundaries and finally at 14000C, significant grain growth occurred leading to

closing in the pores, as can be seen in Figure 4.25f. Finally, grain size of samples after

sintering at various temperatures is shown in Figures 4.26a-c.It is seen that some level of

grain growth occurred after heating above 1300oC (final grain size was approximately

>60pm after sintering at 14000C, Figure 4.26c) and therefore 13000C was determined to

be the sintering temperature most suitable to maximize density while minimizing grain

growth.
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Figure 4.25f: SEM secondary electron image of temary Ni-Cr-Fe samples sintered at
14000C for th (vacuum <6 millitorr)
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Figure 4.26: Optícal micrograph of the sintered ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy at a) 1260oC for
th, b) 1300oC for th and c) 1400oC for lh
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ln order to determine the best sintering time to achieve maximum sintered

density, the percentage theoretical density values of specimen vacuum sintered at 13000C

for times varying from 0.5 to 5h are shown in Figure 4.27 .It can be seen that as sintering

time increased from 0.5 to 2h a gain of about 2Yo in theoretical density was achieved.

However, little improvement in densification occurred after times greater thart 2h,

suggestsing that a 2h sinter was sufficient for this purpose. This also agrees with the air-

sintering data which indicated that2h may be sufficient for sintering without enrichment

or depletion of any of the alloying elements.
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Figure 4.27 : Plot of o/oTD as a function of sintering time in vacuum (6 milliton, I 3 000C)
for ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy
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From the air and vacuum sintering processes carried out it is suggested that the

optimum sintering conditions were obtained at l3000C,2hsintering in vacuum.

4.9.2 Mode of mass transfer during sintering

In order to determine what happens during the sintering process, it is necessary to

consider parameters such as sintered density, shrinkage, pore size, and size to neck ratio

l2lthat changes during sintering. Sintering that leads to densification that is aided by

external stress application is known as stress-assisted sintering [82]. However in

pressureless sintering (the mode used in this study), sintering is enabled mainly by

diffusion, especially for small particle sized crystalline materials, as was the case in the

ternary Ni-Cr-Fe powder. Derby and Wallach [86] identified the following methods for

mass transfer.

1. Surface diffusion from the sources to a neck

2. Volume diffusion from surface sources to a neck

3. Diffusion along the bond interface from interfacial sources to a neck

4. Volume diffusion from interfacial sources to a neck

5. Creep

6. Plastic deformation

These mass transport modes are illustrated in Figure 4-28:
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Figure 4.28: Schematic view of growing bond showing routes of six methods of mass
transfer[86] a) surface transfer process (1 and 2);b) bond-line transfer process (3 and 4);

c) bulk deformation process (5 and 6)
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These processes have different driving forces, which are as follow: surface source

transfer processes i.e., process 1 and 2 in Figure 4.28 which are driven by differences in

surface curvature across the surface of an interfacial void that is subsequently arrested

when a void of uniform curvature develops. In addition, the bond-interface transfer

processes i.e., 3 arñ 4 are driven by the gradient of chemical potential along the bond

line, that vary with the applied pressure and neck curvature; while the gross induced

deformation i.e., 5 and 6 are driven primarily by applied pressure [86]. However, since no

pressure was applied during the sintering process in this study, the most relevant process

of mass transfer is suggested to be either one or all of the 1-4 mechanisms. Specificaliy,

surface transfer processes (e.g., surface diffrrsion) seem to apply during the air sintering

while bond-interface process (such as grain boundary and volume diffusion) were more

prevalent during the vacuum sintering of the temary compacts.

Grain boundary diffusion is a major process by which material can interact with

the neighboring pores/surface leading to significant shrinkage and relatively large

porosity reduction in a green compact, as seen in Figures 4.24 and 4.25. This is usually

achieved by material removal from the neck surface at the initial stage of sintering or

material transported from the solid to a pore at the later stage of sintering (figure 4.28b)

[82]. Grain growth may reduce the system energy by decreasing the total grain boundary

energy. According to Exner [82] densification is not pronounced in lattice, vapor or

surface diffusion, but there can be significant grain growth andlor coarsening (Figure

4.I4b and Figure 4-25b-Ð. Therefore, it is surface diffusion that may lead to material

gtain rearrangement and"ior changes in shape of pores without much densification as was
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seen in Figure 4.2l.Thts is an indication that for air sintering the mechanism is related to

a surface phenomenon.

In contrast, the preliminary observations of vacuum sintering indicate that grain

boundary diffusion tends to be significant since rearrangement, pore changes (reduction

in size), grain coarsening (Figure 4.25) in addition to both densif,rcation (Figures 4.24)

and grain growth (Figure 4.26) occrxred. Therefore, for the vacuum-sintered compacts,

the mass transfer process 3 and 4 shown in Figure 4.28 appIy.
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4.9.3 Estimation of the mechanical properties of the air and vacuum sintered

samples

4.9.3.1Hardness profile for the air sintered compacts

Figure 4.29a shows the location where indentations for measurement were made and the

hardness profile of the sintered compacts is shown in Table 4.4 (for air sintered

compacts) and Table 4.5 (for vacuum sintered compacts).

Side 2
E$ge 2

Top2
Top

Siöe 1

Edge 1

Figure 4.29a: Illustration of the sides from where hardness of the sintered samples was
determined.
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Table  .4:Hardness profile for the tZ700C air sintered ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy

Time Mean Standard deviation
0.5h 44.01 6.r5
th 45.s 5.17
2h 45.4s 5.73

sh 4s.79 s.28

L+ + l

0123456

Points of indentation (mm)

Figure 4.29b: Brinell hardness variation of various samples sintered at 1270C for 0.5, 1,

2, and 5h
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Table 4.5 HRB hardness profile of the th vacuum sintered ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy

4.9.4 Relationship between fractional porosity and tensile strength

The strength of the ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy is important to its application in

service. Interestingly, there have been efforts to relate the porosity of P/lvI process

produced compact to the tensile strength. Salak et al l87l estimated the relative ultimate

tensile strength of powder compact to the ultimate tensile strength of fully dense material

to be:

õ,ur =lo- : exp(- 43ry) ....4.2
oo

where o¡s1 is the relative ultimate tensile strength of the sintered powder compact, o'is the

ultimate tensile strength of the powder compact, oo is the ultimate tensile strength of the

fully dense material and n is the fractional porosity. In a similar work, Fleck and Smith

[88] also used a model based on layered randomly organized array of cubes. Using the

probability of frnding a pore at a location in the layer the relative ultimate tensile strength

was estimated to be:

Temperature fC) Mean Ha rdn esslBrinell) Standard deviation
1260 4t.63 3.34
1300 49.6 3.6
t320 51.05 5.08
1340 51.08 2.91
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6rrl =

where or"1 is the relative ultimate tensile strength of the sintered powder compact, o in the

ultimate tensile strength of the powder compact, oo is the ultimate tensile strength of the

fully dense material and rl is the fractional porosity.

Exner and Pohl [89] modeled the equation and determined that:

6,"t = 9- = exp(- Kry)
oo

4.4

The notations in equations 4.4 are similar to equations 4.2 and 4.3 where K is the shape

of the pore. According to Exner and Pohl [89] K is close to I for spherical and cylindrical

pore morphologies; however, some authors have obtained K values to be close to 10. ln

another publication [90] it was determined that the equations are only accurate for low

pore fraction (0.23) for stainless steels compacts while the values were found to be

inconsistent with higher-porosity samples. Hence, extreme care has to be taken when

estimating the tensile strength of a P/M product after fabrication, because the equations

may greatly overestimate the relative strength values.

Therefore using equation 4.4 artd assuming that the shape of the pore is

spherical (i.e., K:1) and using 23/100 f 5 as the fractional porosity (calculated from the

image analysis of the optimized vacuum sintering conditions 1300'Cl2hr) , the relative

strength of the temary Ni-Cr-Fe compact was estimated to be about 80% of the

theoretical strength of an ideal composition and an ideal process.
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4.9.5 Post sintering operation: cold rolling

Since the Ni-Cr-Fe alloy, a derivative of IN600, is used in various nuclear and

high temperature applications, often after being mechanically worked, the effect of cold

rolling on some preliminary properties of the sintered alloy sample is of interest.

Specifically, the effects of cold rolling on the theoretical density and hardness were

examined. This is shown in Figure 4.33, which is a 3-D deformation diagram of a cold

rolled specimen sintered for 2h at 13000C in vacuum. From this figure, it may be

observed that near theortical density (98.12%) was obtained by cold rolling to 40o/o of the

original thickness, while the hardness of the cold rolled specimen was approximately

253Vickers (10kgf). An un-cold rolled ternary alloy value compares well with processed

wrought IN600 [85].
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4.I0 Effect of AI on the ternary powder

4.10.1 Thermodynamic predictions

Before analyses were carried out on the compacts, JMatPro thermodynamic

software was first used to predict the phase(s) formed based on the addition of Al to the

temary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy compact as listed in Table 4.6. Briefly, the phase identification

was based on a determination of the minimum free energy based on CALPHAD analysis

Ul,l2l and simplif,red into equation:

LG = ÂGo + LG':":' + aci;| ........ 4.5

where, ÂG: Gibbs free energy, LG" is the Gibbs free energy due to

contributions from pure components, LG',i":' is the ideal mixing term, and LGf* is the

excess free energy of mixing (J.mol-l). As stated earlier, most thermodynamic

calculations are usually based on equilibrium conditions without much regard to kinetic

considerations. Hence, not all phases may be present in the experimental samples. The

phase(s) with the minimum free energy is/are selected by the software and displayed as

stable phase. The thermodynamic calculations are shown for the effect of a variation in

A1 addition on the ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy.
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Table 4.6:Table showing the varying Al w/o and the ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alioy

Elements Ternary Ni-
Cr-Fe alloy
lwlo)

Ternary
Cr-f,'e
lw/o Al

Ni-
plus

Ternary
Cr-Fe
3w/o Al

Ni-
plus

Ternary
Cr-Fe
6w/o Al

Ni-
plus

Ternary Ni-
Cr-Fe plus
l?wlo Al

Ni Balance 78.16 76.58 74.22 67.s8

Cr 12.00 1 1.88 I 1.88 11.28 tl.64

Fe 9.00 8.91 8.91 8.46 8.23

C trace trace trace trace trace

AI 0 1.00 3.00 6.00 12.00

Calculated
Densiw(s/cm3)

8.s6 8.46 8.21 7.87 7.24

4.10.2 Ni-Cr-Fe ternarY alloY

First a thermodynamic prediction was done for the as-sintered ternary. Figure

4.31a shows the JMatPro prediction for the formation of phases in the temary Ni-Cr-Fe

alloy from 400oC to 1400oC. It shows that the only phase to form in the temperature

range specified for the alloy will be austenitic gamma (y) phase, with a face centered

cubic structure. It is also seen that under equilibrium transformation conditions the

volume fraction of gamma phase would be 100% at about 4000C and remain stable to the

melting point of the alloy at about 14300C. A test was carried out to examine the melting

temperature of the compact by heating the sample in the DSC (Figure 4.31b). The

melting temperature of the temary alloy was found to be I437oCr5. In another test

carried out in a furnace, melting occurred at l428oC. These temperatures were very close

to the predicted values. An optical micrograph of the ternary alloy sintered for 2h at

1300oC is shown in Figure 4.3}awhile the SEM image of the as-sintered ternary Ni-Cr-

Fe, using backscattered electrons (BSE) is shown in Figure 4.32b. It is seen that the

matrix consists of a single phase with some residual porosity.
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Also, the sintered compact was examined by X-ray diflraction and the

diffractogram is shown in Figure 4.33. Unlike the XRD pattern of the "as-received"

powders that showed the presence of individual alloying elements e.g-, Ni (Figure 4.6),

the XRD analysis of the as-sintered ternary Ni-Cr-Fe shows a composition that is free of

individual elements. It is also seen that all the peaks can be indexed on the basis of a FCC

y phase. The lattice parameter of the 1 phase, as determined by applying the Bradley-Jay

correction factor, was calculated to be 0.35421+0.003 nm, which is close to the value

quoted for Inconel 600 in the literature [8a].

400 1 000 12æ 1M

Temperature oC

Figure 4.31a:The JMatPro thermodynamic calculation for the base temary Ni-Cr-Fe

alloy showing presence of austenite
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Figure 4.32b: SEM-BSE image of the ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy.
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Figure 4.33: XRD pattern of the ternary powder after sintering
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4.10.3 Effect of Al on the density of ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy

Figure 4.34 shows the effect of Al on density of the optimized pre-alloyed

composition. From Figure 4.34,it can be seen that an increase in Al addition, caused a

decrease in the density of the compacts. This can be related to the smaller density of Al as

compared to other alloying elements Q.{i, Cr and Fe). Huppmann [45] has classified

sintering into different classes which are solid, liquid and activated sintering. The

presence of a specific amount of liquid phase in some compacts may enhance the

sintering process (i.e., activating the sintering process) [91] because sintering occurs by

diffusion. Al can act as an activator for sintering [1, 47,9I1, but the amount of Al

necessary for activating sintering is usually small, in the range of 1-3do. ln this study,

there is likelihood that the amounts of Al present in the compact may have exceeded the

quantity required for sintering activation. When this occurs, a rigid skeletal structure of

sintered compact is formed in which the prior location of the activator is vacant due to

diffusion into the base powder or evaporation after sintering creating pores in the

compact. This can also lead to the decrease in the density. An example of this

phenomenon is seen (Figure 4.34) when Al additions of I, 3, 6 and 12 w/o were

investigated.
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represents cooling rate of the lw/o Al modified ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy from the sintering

temperature of 1300oC is also shown in Figure 4.35b. Based on0.5o/o transformation, the

phases that are expected to form are MztCø and MzC¡. The region above the

transformation curve is the gaÍìma phase region. From the figure it is seen that the

cooling curve did not cut across either of the MzsCo or M7C3 transformation curves,

which indicates that in the as sintered condition the I wio Al modified Ni-Cr-Fe alloy

will not have any other phase present in its microstructure except the austenitic gamma

phase. For the carbides predicted in Fig 4.35b to be formed, an appropriate heat treatment

of the compact would be necessary after sintering.

The XRD pattern of the lw/o Al modified temary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy is shown in

Figure 4.35c. All the peaks could be indexed on the basis of y phase, and its lattice

parameter was calculated to be 0.35499 nm. This is 0.2Yo larger when compared to the

lattice parameter of "as-sintered" ternary Ni-Cr-Fe (0.3527nrr). This indicates that the

addition of lw/o Al increased the inter-atomic distance due to the higher atomic diameter

of Al as compared to the ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy (Atomic radius: Al:0.143nm,

Ni:0.125nm, Cr:0.128nm, Fe:0.I24nrt) as it occupies the lattice points of the ternary

alloy.
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Figure 4.35b: JMat Pro prediction of the CCT curve of the lw/o Al modified Ni-Cr-Fe
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Figure 4.35c: XRD pattern of the 1w/o Al modified ternary powder after sintering

The microstructure of lw/o Al modified Ni-Cr-Fe ternary alloy was also

examined by SEM. The SEM image and results of the EDS analysis of the alloys are

shown in Figure 4.35d and Table 4.7 respectively. It is observed that, as predicted by

JMatPro in Figure 4.35b and as shown by the XRD analysis, there was absence of

resolvable gamma prime precipitates in the microstructure. During sintering and cooling

of compacts, the atoms would diffuse into each other's lattice. Al diffusion into Ni-Cr-Fe

lattice is usually by a substitution mechanism which involves Al atoms taking up

positions in the Ni-Cr-Fe crystal structure. This phenomenon was observed in the XRD

analysis as the lattice parameter increased. In addition, since the Al content is lower
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(lwio) than that required for the formation of gamma prime precipitate, the amount of Al

diffusing into the Ni-Cr-Fe ternary alloy necessary to reach the critical amount for

formation of gamma prime precipitate (i.e., A3B) would not be reached. Therefore, there

would be no gamma prime precipitation, as was observed in the lw/o Al modified Ni-Cr-

Fe ternary alloy (Figure 4.35d) and its XRD pattern Figure 4.35c.

Figure 4.35d: Backscattered electron image showing the area of EDS analysis (Table 4.7)

of the 1 w/o Al modified Ni-Cr-Fe alloy

Table 4.7: EDS chemical analysis of the SEM-BES image of Figure 4.35d

Element w/o

AI 0.85

Cr 12.t6

Fe 8.64

Ni 78.43
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Figure 4.36c: XRD pattern of the 3wio Al modified temary alloy compact after sintering
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Figure 4.36d: Backscattered electron image and EDS arcaanalysis of the 3w/o Al
modified Ni-Cr-Fe alloy

Table 4.8: EDS analysis of the SEM-BES image of Figure 4.36d

Element ilo
AI 2.s1

Cr 12.58

Fe 7.95

Ni 76.95
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4.13 6w/o Al modified ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy

Figures 4.37a-c show the thermodynamic predictions for the 6w/o Al modified

Ni-Cr-Fe ternary alloy. The results of the step calculation are shown in Figure 4.37a

while the CCT transformation curves are shown in Figures 4.37b-c. For a detectibility

limit of 0.5% transformation (Figure 4.37b), the presence of gamma prime, MzsCo and

MtCz was predicted. In addition, the cooling profile that replicates the actual cooling

from the sintering temperature indicates that the cooling curve cuts across 0.5Yo

transformation curve of gamma prime, MztCø and MzC¡ phases. A series of CCT

transformation curves was simulated starting from 1, 3, 5, 10, 15,20,25 through to, and

including 30% phase detectibility limit (only 20, 25 and 30% transformations are shown

in Fig 4.37c). The cooling curve was also constructed. From these simulations, it is

shown in Figure 4.37c that the cooling curve cuts across lhe 25Yo CCT transformation

showing that based on prediction, about 25Yo w/o g¿rmma prime would be present in the

6wio Al modified Ni-Cr-Fe temary alloy. However, when the transformation detectibility

limit was assumed to be more than 0.5VoMtCs carbide was predicted not to form.
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Figure 4.37d: Backscattered electron image of the 6 wlo Al modified Ni-Cr-Fe alloy
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Figure 4.37e: SEI-SEM image of the as sintered 6w/o Al modifiedNi-Cr-Fe ternary
alloy, showing fine (A) and coarse (B) gamma prime precipitates.

Table 4.9: EDS chemical analysis of the area shown in Figure 4.37e

Point A Point B

Element w/o wlo

AI
5.9 12.8

Cr
10.6 8.7

Fe
6.0 5.2

Ni
77.5 73.3

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was carried out on the as-sintered compact to

identiff all the phases present, to estimate their lattice parameters and to also determine
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any lattice mismatch present between the gamma prime and gamma phase. Figure 4.37f

shows an XRD spectrum of an as-sintered compact.

The presence of superlattice reflections, i.e., (100), (110), (2i0) and (211) of

gamma prime phase in Figure 4.37f confirms the presence of y' in the alloy as predicted

by JMatPro. The lattice parameter of the y phase was calculated from each of the

diffraction peaks and then extrapolated to 0:90 using Bradley-Jay correction factor

flrnction (i.e., cost e). The extrapolated value of y was observed to

be}.3557 + 0.0005nm. Similarly, the diffraction peaks of 1' phase were used to calculate

its lattice constant which was found to be 0.3589 + 0.0005nm.

Using equation 4.6l92l the lattice parameter mismatch, ô, may be written as:

a.-4.
6: ' ' .....4.6

4".
f

where a. is the lattice parameter of the gamma prime phase and a, is the lattice

parameter of the gamma phase, the lattice parameter mismatch, ô, which can be used as

an indication of strength (resistance to dislocation movement), was estimated to be

0.19%. The coherency strains introduced into the crystal structure due to the formation of

gamma prime, in addition its volume fraction, would enhance the strength of the sintered

compact.

Vickers hardness values of the 6w/o Al modified Ni-Cr-Fe alloy were 183t5 as

measured arñ 192 as predicted from JMatPro. Although the predicted value was slightly

higher than the experimental values, but it is within experimental emor.
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4.13.1Analysis of the Continuous Cooling Transformation (CCT) Curves of

6wlo Al Modified Ternary alloy

The CCT curves for the 6w/o Al modified ternary predicted by the JMatPro

software are shown in Figure 4.37c. JMatPro uses the following Johnson Mehl Avrami

Kolmogorov equation [93] for constructing temperature-time transformation (TTT)

curves.

f Ø- 1- 
"G%)t'rc3r

where, f(t) is the fraction of a phase transformed in time t, N is the nucleation rate and G

is the growth rate. Using the Scheil's additive rule, CCT curves were then derived from

the TTT curves.

Specifically, during the construction of the CCT curves of the 6w/o Al modified

temary, it was assumed that y'Q.{i3Al) transformation started at 0.5do and the

completion of y' occurred when all the Al in the alloy, namely 6w/o was used up to form

y'. If the entire Al was to be used up, then the maximum amount of y' to form would be

58v/o (56wlo) and therefore, the completion of y' transformation occurred at 56do. The

cooling curve representing the cooling rate used in this study is also shown in Figure

4.37c. From the CCT curve, it is predicted that at the cooling rate used in the sintering of

the compact,25wlo (26.2v1o) of y' would be produced. This means that 25wlo of the

compact would transform to 1' and transformation will terminate at 800oC.

It is also seen in Figure 4.37e that the shape of the precipitates at the prior Al / Ni-

Cr-Fe particle boundary regions of the sintered compact were blocky (A in Figure 4-37e),

while within the particles T' precipitates were fine and relatively homogenously

4.7
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Here in Figure 4.37hit can be seen that during the 2.5oC /min cooling, the cooling

curve cuts across the 35do fraction of the garnmaprime transformation curve whereas

the corresponding value for the 10oC /min was 25do.

SEM image analysis was carried out to examine the microstructure of the

2.5oClmincooled sample and an SEI-SEM is shown in Figure 4.37i. The image analysis

showed that despite the slower cooling rate, the volume fraction of y' present in the

compact was 60v/o similar to that observed in a specimen that was cooled at 10oc/min

but the size of the precipitates was slightly larger at 1.0-1.2¡tm.

Figure 4.37i: SEM image of the 6wlo Al modif,red ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy after cooling

from the sintering temperature at2.5 oclmin

Gamma prime
precipitates
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The DSC trace of the specimen on cooling at z.soclmin from the sintering

temperature (1300 oC; to room temperature is shown in Figure 4.31j. A transformation is

seen to occur at 1041+5oC, which is comparable with the JMatPro prediction for the start

of y' transformation of 1090-1029 oC (Figure 4.37a).
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Figure 4.37j: DSC trace of the quaternary (6wlo Al modified ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy) as it
was cooled from the sintering temperature to room temperature. The onset of y'
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4.13.2 Discussion of the phase transformation on cooling of 6w/o AI modified

ternary alloy

The phase diagram is an important tool for metallurgists as it allows prediction of

the amount of phases that are or can be present in an alloy at equilibrium. The tool used

in the present study uses a CALPIIAD approach to predict both the phase(s) present and

other thermodynamic properties.

A CCT curve was used to predict the phases that would be present and their

compositions in a powder compact of 6w/o Al modified ternary (quaternary) alloy. The

maximum amount of gamma prime that could form in the compact was estimated to be

56wlo (60v/o) using an atomic number ratio approach. Using the l0oc/mins cooling

condition, the cooling curve was seen to intersect the 25w/o (26.2v1o) of gamma prime

transformation curve (Figure 4.37c). However, image analysis (Figure 4.37e) revealed

thæ the volume fraction of gamma prime in the compact to be about 60v/o. To verifu if

the prediction was valid for the v/o observed, another compact was heated and cooled at

2.5oC /min (Figure 4.371). The image analysis revealed that the v/o of the gamma prime

was again similar (60v/o) to the l0oC/min sample i.e., the actual volume fraction

observed in the specimen was higher than the predicted value.

The formation of larger quantity of y' may be related to the processing conditions

experienced by the compacts. In particular, the high compacting pressure (500MPa) used

to compact the powders prior to sintering may cause the green compact to be deformed

resulting in more lattice defects; these can cause significant increase in diffusion rate. In

addition, the presence of numerous boundaries [94], low wetting angle of A1 on Ni-Cr-Fe

ternary particles and the fact that liquid that forms during heating would allow effective
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spreading/interaction around the boundaries of ternary particles. This may have increased

the concentration of Al in the alloy at the boundaries which could increase the

precipitation rate of y' and its volume fraction in the compact.

Porosity was also observed in the sintered product. The porosity was caused by

the melting of the Al and subsequent wetting of the ternary thereby increasing the surface

to volume ratio of the Al leaving pores in the compact (Figure 4.37d).

The preferential enrichment of Al at the boundaries is noted in Figure 4.379. The

SEM analysis revealed that the shape of gamma prime was irregular and they were

relatively larger at the grain boundaries while those within the grains were finer (Figure

4.37e). This gamma prime morphology may be related to the transformation kinetics of

the gamma prime precipitates. As the compact is cooled from the sintering temperature, a

temperature would be reached where y starts to transform to l'. This temperature

according to JMatPro should be in the range of 1090-1029oC. This was subsequently

evaluated by DSC, Figure 4.37j, and the transformation temperature was seen to be

1041+50C.

The precipitation reaction would have started at the interparticle grain boundaries

where the concentration of Al was higher (Figure a37g(b)). As the nuclei form at the

grain boundaries, they would continue to grow into precipitates. However, since the

composition of Al at the grain boundary was higher than within the grains, the degree of

undercooling needed fo. T' to form in the grains would be lower, while the particles that

form at the boundaries would continue to grow and increase in size as cooling continues

until a temperature is reached at which no further diffusion can occur.
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Subsequently, since the temperature for transformation of y to y' at the grain

boundaries is reached before the transformation of y to y' within the grains, there would

be a shorter time available for growth of the precipitates within the grains after they have

formed. Therefore, the y' precipitates formed at the particle boundaries were observed to

be larger than those within the interior of the particles.
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4.14 lIwlo Al modified ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy

Figures 4.38a-b show the thermodynamic predictions for the lTwlo Al modified

Ni-Cr-Fe ternary alloy. Figure 4.38c is the SEM backscattered image, while Figure 4.38d

is the XRD pattem of the I2wlo Al modified Ni-Cr-Fe alloy. In Figure 4.38c, it is seen

that the formation of phases in l2wlo Al modif,red Ni-Cr-Fe was not uniform. Around

each Ni-Cr-Fe temary alloy phase, gamma prime is non-uniformly distributed. Also,

Figure 4.38d suggests the presence of intermetallics such as NiAl, Ni3Al and Ni-Cr-Fe as

predicted by the thermodynamic software.

One of the goals of this research was to optimize the amount of gamma prime

precipitates in the compact and to also select a compact with homogeneous distribution of

second phase without segregation or presence of undesirable microstructure.

The 0.5% transformation detectibility curves predicted gamma prime and sigma

phase to be present. While gaÍrma prime phase is an ordered phase coherent with the

gamma matrix and is the desired phase, sigma phase on the other hand is a plate-like

phase. Its presence in Superalloys results in lowered rupture strength and ductility. A

typical composition of sigma phase is (cr, Mo)*(lrtri, Co)r, where x and y can vary from 1

to 7 120). Sigma (o) phase forms at the grain boundaries where the concentration of

elements critical to its formation such as Cr is abundant. The cell structure of either o, p

and Laves phases are characteúzed by close-packed layers of atoms with layers separated

by relatively large inter-atomic distances. They possess a topologically close-packed

structure, hence they are termed TCP phases. Conversely A3B-type y' compounds close

packed in all directions are charactenzed as geometrically close-packed phase (GCP).
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Furthermore, o is structurally related closely to MzsCo carbide that forms in many

nickel-base alloys. The removal of carbon atoms from an ill44Cø lattice results into a shift

in atom-to-atom dimension yielding the o structure. That is, decarburization of o prone

MztCe leads to o formation, while carburization results into elimination of o phase. ¡r

phase has a close structural resemblance to M6C. Excessive concentration of Mo and Cr

leads to the formation of ¡r rather than o. Hence, alloys that are susceptible to the

formation of MzECo can also form o in them if conditions are favorable, while alloys that

form MeC tend to form p phase. o precipitation occurs on carbide particles, whereas, y'

does not contribute to o formation.

Hence, in this study, the prediction of the presence of sigma phase by JMatPro

coupled with the possibility of forming TCP phase(Figure 4.38b) did not encourage the

use of lTwlo Al modified ternary Ni-Cr-Fe composition. Also, the precipitate (Ni3Al)

that formed in the 72wlo Al modified sample was not homogenously distributed.

Therefore, subsequent calculations and further studies were not carried out on the 12 wlo

Al modified Ni-Cr-Fe ternary alloy.
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Figure 4.38c: Backscattered electron image of the 12 wlo Al modified Ni-Cr-Fe alloy
sinter for 2hat 1300oC.
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4.lS.I Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)/scanning electron microscopy

SEM

Alloys produced by powder metallurgy (P/M) are capable of producing near net

shape components with a fine grain microstructure. In a P/lvI process, either individual

metal or pre-alloyed powders are mixed and compacted to produce a near net-shape

component. This green compact is then heated to the sintering temperature to produce a

near net-shape finished component. During powder mixing, reaction may or may not

occur. In some cases reaction(s) that occur are spontaneous giving out significant amount

of heat, while other reactions need to be thermally activated. A differential scanning

calorimeter can be used for measuring heat flow and other thermo-physical properties of

such reactions.

In this study, because of the relatively homogenous microstructural distribution of

gaûrma prime phase and gamma phase in the 6w/o Al modified temary relative to other

compositions (1, 3, and l2wlo Al modified temary), the 6doAl modified composition

was considered to be the optimum blend. During heating of a Ni-Cr-Fe plus 6doAl

compact to the sintering temperature, Al and the temary powders would interact with

each other forming different types of intermetallics that could be based on the binary Ni-

Al, Fe-Cr, Al-Fe, Al-Cr, Ni-Cr, or Fe-Ni, ternary and quaternary systems based onNi, Cr,

Fe and Al depending on the thermodynamic and kinetic conditions for their formation

being favorable.

To understand the sintering mechanism when Ni-Cr-Fe and Al powders are

reacted, it is essential to understand the type and sequence of reactions that take place,

especially as Al melts well before the sintering temperature of 13000C is reached'
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Therefore, the type/nature of reactions

during sintering were investigated by

capability, and XRD. The experimental

thesis.

and phases that form at various temperatures

DSC and chanctenzed by SEM with EDS

techniques were described in chapter 3 of this

The DSC and SEM-EDS techniques were used to determine the temperature and

sequence of formation of various intermetallics on heating the 6 wio Al-modified Ni-Cr-

Fe ternary alloy to 1300oC i.e., the sintering temperature. In a DSC spectrum, a deviation

from linearity is an indication of a possible reaction and the magnitude of deviation

depends on the extent of the reaction U4,951- As seen in Figure 4.39, at a heating rate of

l0oc/min a -ajor exothermic peak was evident with the onset of the reaction at about

570 + 5oC (Point Xl stage 1) and exothermic peak at 626 + 5oC (Point X2 stage 2). On

continued heating, the DSC spectrum indicated the occurrence of an endothermic reaction

in the range 790-860oC (stage 3, Figure 4-39) and another small exothermic reaction at

about 900oC. Further heating (Stage 4) showed no evidence of any other reaction taking

place.
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Figure 4.40 is a DSC spectrum of the 6 wlo Al modified Ni-Cr-Fe compact heated

at a slower heating rate of z.Soclmin. This was done to attempt to detect any peak that

might not have been observed during the l0oc/min heating. As seen, two exothermic

peaks were observed in the temperature range of 500-640oC, the first at 566 + 5oC (Point

a) and the second at 634 + 5oC (Point b), where Yl and Y2 represent the onset of the

main exothermic reactions, respectively. These observations suggest that the stage 1 in

Figure 4.38 represents two exotherms that could only be resolved by decreasing the

heating rate to 2.5oC. The spectrum in Figure 4.40 also shows the occurrence of other

reactions at79I + 5oC @oint c) endothermic, 830 + 5oC (Point d) exothermic, 880.0+5oC

(Point e) exothermic, and 1120.1+5oC @oint f) exothermic. Several exo/endothermic

reactions are seen to occur whose temperatures of occurrence are better delineated in the

differential DSC curve shown in Figure 4.4I. Subsequently, to characterize

microstructural changes that may be occurring at these temperatures of interest, six green

samples were heated to Points (a) through to (f) of Figure 4.40 and quenched in argon.
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4.15.1.1 SEMÆDS analysis of the DSC sample argon-quenched from 560oC

The SEM image of the 560oC sample (i.e., sample argon-quenched from point a in

Figure 4.40) alongwith X-ray line scans to analyze Al, Ni, Cr and Fe are given in Figure

4.42. The inset in Figure 4.42a represents the line scan trajectory and the numbers refer to

the location where the EDS point analysis was done. The results are shown in Table 4.10.

Al migration into the ternary particles is indicated by the presence of grey level contrast

based on atomic number, in Figure 4.42a. This is confirmed by the X-ray line scans in

Figures 4.42b-e that indicate the presence of various intermetallics (Figure 4.42b, c, d and

e). Typical EDS analyses of the intermetallics, marked as Points I,2, and 4 in Figure

4.42a, are given in Table 4.10. h is seen that among the constituents of the temary

powder, the interaction of Ni with Al was most pronounced. For example, Alo.+eNio.sz

(AlNÐ and AloNio¡ (41¡Ni) intermetallics were observed and the location of Alo.zNio.¡

was closer to the initial Al particle than that of the Al6.asNie.52 intermetallic as the

concentration of Al decreased into the temary particle. The presence of other unreacted

starting constituents such as Ni-Cr-Fe, Ni-Cr, Fe, Ni-Fe and Al was also observed by

EDS analysis.
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Table 4.10: EDS analysis of the quaternary compact after quenching from 560oC

4.15.1.2 SEMIBSE analysis of the DSC sample argon-quenched from 640oC

Figure 4.43 shows the SEM-BSE image and line scans of the sample argon-

quenched from 640oC (i.e., point b in Figure 4.40). The inset in Figure 4.43a shows the

line scan trajectory. The SEM-BSE images showed an atomic number contrast of the

reaction products as seen in Figure 4.43a. The EDS line scans suggested that their

composition was different than that of the phases observed at 560oC (Figure 4.42), and

that the prior Al location no longer contained pure Al, and more enrichment of Al into the

temary particle was noticed. The EDS analysis, Table 4.11 shows that various types of

Al*Niy type intermetallics formed. In addition to this, EDS analysis revealed the presence

of Al*Fe, type intermetallics. It was also observed that various intermetallics formed

cioser to where an Al particle had contacted the ternary alloy powder particle rather than

inside the ternary particle. This suggested that once an intermetallic formed, at the

surface of the ternary particles, additional Al did not diffuse through the ternary to

continue the reaction. The composition of the intermetallics was observed to be close to

A13Ni2 @oints 4 arñ 7), AlNi (Point 1), and Al¡Fe (Point 3) intermetallics. The presence

of Fe, Ni-Cr-Fe, Ni and Ni-Cr was also confirmed.

Element Atomico/o Atomic%o AtomicYo AtomicYo Atomic%o Fe, Ni, Ni-Cr-
Fe, and Al
were also
present

Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 Point 5
AI 68.8 47.6 0.0 63.8 100.0
Cr 0.3 0.4 20.8 0.3 0.0
Fe 0.3 0.3 0.0 t2.8 0.0
Ni 30.6 51.7 79.2 23.1 0.0
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Table 4. 1 1 : EDS analysis of the quatemary compact after heatin g to 640oC and quenched

Atomic%
Point I

51.8
0.2
0.3
4'7.7

Atomic%
Point 2

23.1
0.0
s9.9
17.1

Atomic%
Point 3

74.t
0.0
19.9
6.0

Atomic%
Point 4

56.8
0.0
1.0
42.2

Atomic%
Point 5

56.1
0.0
0.8
43.1

Atomíc%o
Point 6
1.1

0.3
0.4
98.2

Atomico/o
Point 7

61.8
1 l
0.9
36.2

Atomico/o
Point 8

0.4
r 8.6
0.0
81.0

Fe, Nì-
Cr-Fe,
Ni
were
also

resent

4.15.1.3 SEM/EDS analysis of the DSC sample argon-quenched from 790oC

Figure 4.44 shows the SEM-BSE image and the corresponding points of EDS

analysis and EDS line scans of the sample heated to 7900C, where an endothermic

reaction was observed (point c in Figure 4.40). The insert in Figure 4.44a represents the

line scan trajectory. The darker atomic contrast in Figure 4.44a at a number of locations

suggests that enrichment of ternary particles by Al has increased. This is also

corroborated by X-ray line scan (Figures 4.44b-e) and the EDS analysis. For example,

the EDS analyses at points 2,3, and 4, given in Table 4.I2, indicate compositions that

correspond to Fe-Al based intermetallics seen in the 640oC sample. In addition, there was

evidence of presence of AlNi phase (Point 5) along with a phase whose composition was

closer to Ni:Alzintermetallic (Point 6).
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Table 4.i2: EDS analysis of the quaternary compact after heatingto 790 oC and quenched

Element

A1
Cr
Fe
Ni

Point I
0.6
20.'7

0.2
78.5

Point 2
33.0
3.1
57.9
6.0

30.9

36.3

Point 3
65.8
0.3
32.2
t.7

Point 4
52.5
0.3
44.0
3.2

Point 5

48.9
0.2
0.9
50.0

Ãtomic%o Atomic%o AtomicYo Atomic% AtomicYo Atomico/o NiCrFe,

4.15.1.4 SEM/LDS analysis of the DSC sample argon-quenched from 830oC

Figure 4.45 shows the SEM-BSE micrograph and line scans of the sample heated

to 830 0C *d argon-quenched. The results of the EDS analysis of the sample atvarious

locations are given in Table 4.13. They suggest that at this temperature reaction between

Al and Ni resulted in the formation of intermetallics with increasing Ni content as

compared to those that formed at lower temperatures. For example, the Al¡Nis

intermetallic formed at Point 1 and Ni¡Al formed at Point 4.

Table 4.13: EDS analysis of the quaternary compact after heating to 830oC and quenched

Point 6 Fe, and Ni
42.1 were also
0.4 noted
0.6

s6.9

0.4
19.8
0.3
79.5

Element

AI
Cr
Fe
Ni

4.1
0.8
57.1

42.0
0.5
0.4

0.5
0.5
80.0

54.0
0.4
4.4
41.2

29.3
0.4
66.5
3.8

Atomic% Aüomic%o Atomic% Atomico/o Atomic% Atomic%o Atomic%
Point I Point 2
37.4 30.7

Point 3 Point 4 Point 5 Point 6 Point 7
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4.L5.1.5 SEMÆDS analysis of the DSC sample argon-quenched from 880oC

ln Figure 4.46, Íhe SEM BSE image of the sample heated to 880oC and argon-quenched

(i.e., point e in Figure 4.40) is shown. The EDS analysis, Table 4.14, showed that the

ratio of Ni and Al concentration in different reacted region varied from 1:1 and 3:1,

suggesting NiAl and Ni3Al intermetallics were both present in the sample'

Table 4.14: EDS analysis of the compact after heating to 880 
oC and quenched

Point I Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 Ni-Cr' Fe'

AlK
CrK
FeK
NiK

1.5 30.1

0.4 0.5
0.6
97.5 68.3

47.8 46.5 and Ni
were also0.3

0.5
51.4

0.4
0.9 present

52.3
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4.15.1.6 SEM/EDS analysis of the DSC sample argon-quenched from 1120oC

Figure 4.47 shows the SEM BSE image, the points of EDS analysis and trajectory

of line scan of a sample argon-quenched from II200C þoint f in Figure 4.40). The EDS

analysis of this sample, Table 4.15, suggests that in general, a non-stoichiometry

concentration of Ni, Cr, Fe and Al occur in the grains. However, in some regions, the

concentration of (Ni-Cr-Fe) and Al corresponded to that of Q.{i-Cr-Fe)3Al phase (Figure

4.47 and 4.48) .

Table 4.15: EDS analysis of the compact after heating to 1l20oc and quenched

Element

AI
Cr
Fe
Ni

AtomicTo
Point I
1.7

78.8
1.5

18.0

Atomico/o
Point 2

13.0
ll.l
8.5
67.4

Atomico/o
Point 3

13.3

8.1
24.9
53-',l

Atomico/o
Point 4
9.2
14.8
3.6
72.4

Atomico/o Atomico/o
Point 5 Point 6

16.6 2.1

2.7 61.7
4.5 2.4
76.2 33.8
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Figure 4.48 SEM BSE micrograph showing the points of EDS analyses of Table 4.13
that correspond to the Ni3Al intermetallic composition

Table 4.16: Selected EDS analysis of the compact after heating to 1l20oc and quenched

Element Atomico/o
Point a

26.5
3.3
l.t

Ni 69.2

AI
Cr
Fe

Atomico/o
Point b

27.3
3.5
1.4

67.8

Furthermore, to better understand the nature of the phase transformations, samples

were heated to 560oC and 640oC in the DSC cell and held for times ranging from 0, 10

and 30mins. These samples revealed that the same phases as those that were observed in

the specimens argon-quenched from 560oC and 640oC respectively were present and did

not change on prolonged heating at these temperatures. A summary of suggested phases

as identified by the EDS analyses of specimens heated to all the different temperatures of
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interest is shown in Table 4.17. As can be seen, the occurrence of Al)tri, type of

intermetallics varied from Al¡Ni to Ni¡Al depending upon the sintering reaction

temperatures, as would be expected form the Al-Ni and Al-Fe binary phase diagrams

Figure 4.49.

Table 4.17: Summary of the results of EDS analysis of various phases present in the
compact at various temperatures during heating to 1120oC

Stage Suggested phases from EDS analyses Reaction type
(Exothermic or
Endothermic)

As received
powders

NiCrFe, Al, Ni-Cr, Fe, Ni

5600C

Quenched

Al¡Ni, AlNi, while other phases such as Ni-Cr, Al,
Fe, Ni, and NiCrFe(from as-received powder) were
oresent

Exothermic

640"C

Quenched

AlNi, A13Fe, Al3Ni2 , while other phases such as Ni,
Ni-Cr, Fe, and NiCrFe (from "as-received" powder)
were present

Exothermic

7900c
Quenched

Fe3Al, FeAl, NiAl, while other phases such as Ni,
Ni-Cr, Cr, Fe NiCrFe, (from "as-received" powder)
were present

Endothermic

9300c
Ouenched

Ni3Al, Fe3Al, NiAl, Ni5Al3, Ni-Cr, Fe, Ni,
NiCrFe (from "as-received" powder)

Cr, Exothermic

gg0"c

Quenched

Ni¡Al, NiAl, Ni5Al3, AlFe, Fe:Al, while other phases

such as Ni-Cr, Fe, Ni, Cr and NiCrFe were also
present

Exothermic

ll20"c
Ouench

Ni¡Al and Ni-Cr-Fe-Al (suggested phases: AlFe,
NiAI)

Exothermic
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4.L5.2 XRD analysis of phase changes on heating the Ni-Cr-Fe + Al quaternary

The products of the phase transformations that occurred in green compacts heated

in a DSC cell to temperature coffesponding to various peaks observed in Figure 4.40,

were also investigated by XRD. Figures 4.50a-f show the X-ray diffractograms of the

various samples and Table 4.18 summanzes various phases that were observed in these

specimens.

In the compact heated to 560oC, diffraction peaks of AlNi were observed along

with those due to the presence of unreacted Ni, and Ni-Cr-Fe solid solution particles. A

few diffraction peaks of Al and Fe were also observed.

At 640oC, a strong exothermic reaction occurred and strong diffraction peaks of

AlNi along with peaks of FeAl, and AlgNiz were observed. At l90oc the reaction was

endothermic and is reflected in the reduced intensity of the diffraction peaks of the

intermetallics due to partial dissolution. At 830oC, where a weak exothermic peak

occurred, a ne\¡/ intermetallic, Ni:Als, was observed along with diffraction peaks of AlNi

and AlFe. At 880oC, where the DSC peak of a weakly exothermic reaction was observed

the intermetallic AlNi3 was also detected and the peaks due to NisAl¡ weakened

suggesting its dissolution or transformation to Ni3Al. At 1120oC, where an exothermic

peak was observed, diffraction peaks of Ni3A1, NiAl, AlFe were observed in the

diffraction pattem. These XRD results basically corroborate the SEM-EDS observations.
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Figure 4.50b: X-ray diffractogram of the sample argon-quenched from 640oC
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Figure 4.50c: X-ray diffractogram of the sample argon-quenched from 790oC
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Figure 4.50e X-ray diffractogram of the sample argon-quenched from 880oC
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Figure 4.50f: X-ray diffractogram of the sample argon-quenched from 1120oC
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Table 4.18: XRD analysis of various points of interest

Temperatures
of interest

5600C 640 0C 7900c 930 0c gg0 0c ll200c

Phases
present /
suggested

AI AI

Ni-Cr-Fe Ni-Cr-Fe Ni-Cr-Fe Ni-Cr-Fe Ni-Cr-Fe Ni-Cr-Fe
Ni Ni Ni Ni Ni
Fe Fe

AlFeg AlFeg AlFe:
AINi AlNi AINi AINi AINi AINi

AlFe AlFe AlFe AlFe AlFe
NisAl¡ Ni.Al.

Al.Ni, Al.Ni'
AlNir AlNiq AlNia AlNia

Cr Cr Cr

N.B. At llz}oc,preliminary observation of peaks matching carbide (PDF # 45-975) was also
noticed. The carbon may have originated from the residual carbon after the delubrication procedure.
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4.15.3 Mechanisms of reactions observed during heating of 6w/o Al modified

ternary Ni-Cr-Fe to the sintering temperature

The X-ray mapping analysis (Figure 4.4) revealed that the starting ternary Ni-Cr-

Fe powder particles also contained Fe, Ni and Ni-Cr. The cause of such in-homogeneity

in the powder is attributed to the atomization process whereby sedimentation of relatively

heavier elements could occur causing some powder particles to have varying

composition. ln the present work, the addition of a low melting point element (Al) to the

starting ternary blend to promote the formation of intermetallics resulted in a more

complex sequence of phase changes. Heating to the sintering temperature gave rise to

phases which eventually dissolved at 1300oC, and on cooling the single phase y

dissociated in to y+ y' phases due to the rapid precipitation rate of y'.

As noted earlier, at2.5oclmin heating rate there were two exothermic peaks noted

in the 560-640"C range, compared to just one at l0oC/min heating rate. Also, the

temperature of initiation of exothermic reaction at l0oc/min heating rate was slightly

higher than that observed at Z5oClmin rate. In a study of reaction between Ni and Al

powder particles, Philphot et al l95l observed that with an increase in heating rate, the

temperature for the initiation of a reaction increased, as was observed in this study

(Figures 4.39 and 4.40).

At the temperature where the initial reaction started (560oC), none of the starting

interacting components was liquid. Therefore, the reaction that occurred at this

temperature was exothermic solid-solid state reaction. In the synthesis of Al-Ni

intermetallics using nanoparticles, Hunt et al 196l showed that diffusion played a

significant role in initiating a reaction between fine Al and Ni powders, while subsequent
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ignition (or combustion synthesis) reaction between Al and Ni could occur in the solid

state. This diffusive interaction can be affected by various factors one of which is the

gasiffing agent i.e., combustion medium (air) [96]. However, no gasifuing agent was

used in this study leaving diffrrsive interaction in the solid state as the only mode. EDS

analysis revealed that at 560oC the composition of the intermetallics that formed was

similar to AlNi and AlgNi. Based on the location of AlgNi and AlNi, relative to the

location of original Al and ternary alloy particles, and the decrease in Al concentration

into temary beyond the region where AlNi formed, it is concluded that interaction of Al-

Ni occurred at the powder interface leading to the formation of the observed

intermetallics.

Although AlNi formed at powder particle contact points, its amount was small as

seen in Figure 4.40 Point 'a', and thus the reaction ceased due to the reduced mobility of

Al and Ni through the AlNi phase. As the temperature increased, sufficient AlNi would

have formed so that Al and Ni could diffuse more rapidly through the AlNi layer, and at

about 640oC the differentiated DSC curve, Figure 4.41, showed an endothermic reaction

as well as exothermic reaction. The endothermic reaction indicates formation of an Al-

rich Ni containing liquid phase, which would wet the particles and increase the contact

arca and the reaction rate. The exothermic peak at 640oC resulted in increased amounts of

the AlNi intermetallics being formed as substantiated by the presence of AlNi diffraction

peaks in the X-ray diffractogram (Table 4.18 and Figure 4.50b).

The presence ofthe very strong and sharp peak at 640oC suggests the reaction to

be spontaneous in nature. By definition, reactions which occur spontaneously and

continue until the reactants are completely consumed are referred to as combustion
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synthesis. Combustion synthesis may be of two types, self-propagating or simultaneous

[1a]. In the former, the reaction is initiated when combustion temperature is reached and

a reaction front propagates through the rest of the material. The simultaneous combustion

synthesis, also referred to as thermal explosion [14] involves the instantaneous and total

combustion of all the reactants at the same time when the ignition temperature is reached.

The prevailing mode of combustion synthesis depends on the green compact

composition, pressure, particle size, reactive volume, initial temperature and shape

among other factors ll4l. It has been suggested [14], that there are four main

temperatures in combustions synthesis. These are the initial temperature before ignition

occurs (T6), the ignition temperature (Tie) which is the temperature of the reactants at the

onset of combustion, the adiabatic temperature (Tu¿) or the maximum temperature

theoretically achievable, and the combustion temperature (T.) which is the temperature

achieved at non-adiabatic conditions, or the temperature actually reached on combustion.

Httnt et al [96] synthesized AlNiy by combustion synthesis using nanoparticles, while

Krasnowski et al [97] synthesized it by mechanical alloying and hot press consolidation.

The characteristics of the reaction observed by them are important to determine if the

reaction that occurred in this study was combustion synthesis.

Combustion synthesis can be initiated by a heat source, and finer particles have

been shown to reduce the ignition delay time and activation energy [96]. Also, once

combustion synthesis is initiated it is self sustaining with the reactants attaining relatively

high temperatures. In this study it was noted that the thermal energy supplied played a

major role in initiating the reaction that occurred at 560oC and 640oC. In an effort to

establish the mechanism, similar green compact samples were heated to 560oC and held
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for 0, lOmins and 30mins. This caused an insignificant change in composition of the

reaction product and its thickness remained unchanged at an average of value of 5pm,

even after 30 minutes of holding at this temperature. This suggests that the reaction did

not proceed to completion as unreacted Al remained, and its diffusion would continue on

fiirther heating. Although diffusion through AlNi is possible due to the higher number of

vacancies and crystal structure [98] in comparison to other AlNiy type intermetallics,

diffusion through other intermetallic compositions would not have been as rapid as was

noted in the present work at higher temperatures, unless favorable conditions (e.9., a

transformation temperature) was attained. Therefore, the reaction at 540oC might have

been initiated by combustion synthesis as reflected by the exothermicity of the reactions.

However, due the relatively small quantity of Al in the compact, in addition to a

relatively low reaction temperature for significant diffi.rsion to occur, the reaction might

not have proceeded to completion, because the compact would act as a heat sink thereby

suppressing the combustion synthesis reaction. At 640oC, however, the reaction did

exhibit all the characteristics of a combustion synthesis type reaction and is suggested to

be the mechanism of formation of the NiAl at this temperature.

At Point c (790"C) in Figure 4.40, further interaction between the elements

continued resulting in the formation of AlgNiz, AlFe, AlNi, with some ternary alloy

remaining unreacted. These phases formed due to increased atomic migration, which is

consistent with the conclusion in a similar system at similar temperatures [13], that

diffusion is the main mechanism of atomic migration. Therefore the sequence of phases

that form in Ni-Cr-Fe ternary powder particles from surface to interior would be

successively lower in Al content, as was observed.
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In the sample quenched from 830oC, Figure 4.45, it was observed that the Al

concentration decreased on traversing from a location that was originally a pure Al

particle into a NiCr-Fe particle, this has been previously reported U3, 95, 99, 100].

Furthermore, the presence of Ni¡Al was also observed along with the precipitates that

formed at lower temperatures. Finally, at lI2}oC Point f (Figure 4.40) only Ni:Al, AlFe

and AlNi in the matrix of solid solution Ni-Cr-Fe-Al were observed, which is in

accordance with the Al-Ni and AlFe binary diagrams.

In order to estimate the mechanical properties of the alloy after completion of

transformations, micro hardness of the sample corresponding to the completion of

transformations (i.e., compact cooled from 1120oC) was carried out. The average value

obtained was 103HV which is comparable to the hardness value of the as-sintered temary

alloy of 98HV.

In summary, the various reactions that occurred in 6w/o Al contrary ternary Ni-

Cr-Fe alloy heated to the sintering temperature indicate a variety of mechanisms which

depend on a combination of diffirsion-based reaction and combustion synthesis.
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4.16 Heat treatment of the 6wlo Al modified ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy

4.16.1Ageing of the 6wlo AI modifred compact

In this study, ageing of compacts were carried at two selected temperatures. These

were at 650oC and 800oC. These temperatures were selected to simulate the probable

conditions under which the alloy may be used.
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Figure 4.51: Vickers hardness of the alloy versus ageing from 0.5h to 15.5h at 650oC and
9000c
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From Figure 4.51, it can be seen that at 650oC, the alloy hardness peaked after a

slightly longer time than at 800oC. Specifically, the alloy hardness peaked at7.5h 800oC.

4.16.2 Dissolution of the gamma prime precipitates

Further, heat treatments were carried out at 970, 1010, and 1050oC for th each after

solutionising at I200oC for 4hs and the corresponding micrograph are given in Figure

4.52. Thts was done in order to evaluate the shape of the gamma prime precipitates and

their effect on the 6w/o Ai modified alloy. The as-sintered 6w/o Al modified ternary is

also shown so as to compare the shape of the precipitates (Figure 4.52a).
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Figure 4.52a. Ni-Cr-Fe alloy with 6 wlo Al modified ternary
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Larger sized gamma
prime precipitate

Gamma matrix

Figure 4.52d: SEM-SEI micrograph of 6w/o Al modifred ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy after
heat treatment at 10500C for th followed by air cool

Basically, the Figure 4.52 reveals the dissolution of the ganìma prime precipitates

as temperature increases. In Figure 4.52d, it can be seen that the amount of gamma prime

precipitates has reduced in number relative to Figures 4.52b-c.In addition, the shape of

the gamma prime changed from ogdoadically diced cubes to a more irregular shape,

probably owing to the dissolution of gamma prime. This was previously observed by

Grosdidier, et al ll0Il.
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CIIAPTER FI\rE

5.0 SUMMARYANDCONCLUSIONS

5.L Optimisation of processing parameters for the ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy

For the Ni-Cr-Fe temary alloy investigated, it was found that the optimum

processing occurred when green compact, that contained 0.75do microwax was

compacted at 500MPa pressure followed by sintering at 13000C for 2h.

Cold-rolling the ternary Ni-Cr-Fe sample to approximately 40%o of the original

thickness resulted in98.2Yo theoretical density and hardness of 63HRA (60kgf) or

approximately 253Vickers (1Okgf) which compares well with processed wrought

rN600.

During air sintering for times less than or equal to 2h, the formation of chromium

oxides at the grain boundaries was restricted, despite thermodynamic predictions,

while at sintering times >5h, chromium enrichment took place predominantly at

the particle boundaries due to oxidation.

During vacuum sintering neither oxidation nor chromium ernichment was

pronounced.

Therefore, it may be concluded that vacuum sintering (<6 millitorr, 13000C, 2h) is

optimum to produce a PAvI compact with good compressibility and reasonable

mechanical properties as reflected by the hardness values. The method used in

optimising the processing parameters of the temary was relatively simple, did not

require the PAri Superalloy to be in a T00Yo dense condition, and should be

applicable to a broad spectrum of P/M Superalloy compositions.

1.

J

4.

5.

3.
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5.2 Effect of AI on the ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy

Optimized P/I4 processing was successfully used to fabricate several Al modified Ni-Cr-

Fe ternary alloys, and thermodynamic predictions were compared with the experimental

results. Based on the results obtained, the following conclusions may be made.

1. The P/M process used in this study produced a ftne grain microstructure in 1,

3 and 6w/o Al modified Ni-Cr-Fe temary alloy but not in 12 wlo Al modified

Ni-Cr-Fe alloy.

The thermodynamic software JMatPro, provided a reasonably accurate

prediction of the phases observed in the l, 3, 6, and 12 w/o Al modified Ni-

Cr-Fe ternary alloys.

The volume fraction of y' as predicted for the 6w/o A1 modified Ni-Cr-Fe

alloy did not accurately match the experimental observations. This was related

to the powder particle processing conditions and lack of thermodynamic

equilibrium in the compacts.

2.

3.
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5.3 Thermodynamic modelling of 6wlo Al modified ternary Ni-Cr-Fe atloy

The thermodynamic software JMatPro predicted correctly the main phases

observed in the Superalloy, including the types and number of phases, as well as

the transformation temperature for gamma prime precipitates. The latter was

subsequently confirmed by a DSC study.

Despite various problems in P/Vf processing of a typical Superalloy, the

thermodynamic predictions by JMatPro of the phases that form offer a reasonable

approach for modeling the alloy system composition.

1.

.,
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5.4 Phase transformation on heating the 6wlo AI modified ternary Ni-Cr-

Fe alloy to 1300oC sintering temperature

Based on the DSC study of the 6w/o Al-modified Ni-Cr-Fe P/M alloy the

following conclusions were made.

l. At the heating rates considered, 2.5 and l0oC/min, the exotherm peak

(between 560-640"C) shifted to higher values when the heating increased from

2.soclmiî to l0oc/min, while the temperatures corresponding to other peaks

remained unaffected.

2. 'Whereas self-propagating combustion synthesis might have initiated the

reaction at 640oC its continuation was by a diffirsion process due to the

unavailability of enough Al to sustain the reaction.

3. Both AlJrlit and Al*Fe, type intermetallics formed on heating and the

sequence of their formation as the sintering temperature, 1300oC, approached

\ryas suggested to be as follows: {Al3Ni, AlNi}, {Al3Ni2, Al3Fe, AlNi}, {AlFe,

Al3Ni2, AlNi, ), {Al3Ni5, AlNi, AlFe} and {Ni3Al, AlFe, AlNi}.

4. The crystal structure and composition of the phases that formed were in

agreement with that indicated by the binary Al-Ni and Al-Fe equilibrium

phase diagrams.

5. The hardness of the Al modified ternary Ni-Cr-Fe alloy at the completion of

transformation compared well with that of the ternary alloy with no addition

of Al.
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Future work

Based on the work carried out in this thesis, the suggested future work are as follow:

o Investigate the oxidation properties of the alloy

" Investigate and characterize the phases present when 1 and 3w/o Ti is added

to the 6w/o Al modified alloy.

¡ Carry out a phase transformation study on the types, nature and mechanisms

of phase formations during the sintering of the 1 and 3w/o Ti modified

quaternary 6w/o Al modified alloy.
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APPENDIX A

Effect of lw/o and 3w/o Ti on the 6wlo Al modified ternary Ni-Cr-Fe atloy

Figure 4.1: The SEM secondary electron image for the 6doAl lw/o Ti modified temary
Ni-Cr-Fe alloy
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Figure 4.2: The SEM secondary electron image for the 6doAl 3wio Ti modif,red ternary
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